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Abstract
While the early pioneers of flight looked to birds to learn how to fly, the early aerodynamicists looked to birds to learn how to fly more efficiently. Among the many
insights gleaned from nature, was the observation that migratory birds often flew
together in formation. As aerodynamic theory developed, it was shown that formation flight could be used to increase range. Despite an understanding of the physics,
technological challenges have prevented aviation from benefitting from the energy left
behind in an aircraft’s wake. However, advances in precision navigation and control
over the last few decades have brought renewed attention to formation flight of aircraft. Past published studies have focused on close formation flight, but the hazards
of flying in close proximity are unacceptable in commercial aviation. This research
explores a more practical approach, which we term extended formation flight. Extended formations take advantage of the persistence of cruise wakes and extend the
streamwise spacing between the aircraft by at least five wingspans.
Classical aerodynamic theory suggests that the total induced drag of the formation should not change as the streamwise separation is increased, but the large
separation distances of extended formation flight violate the simple assumptions of
these theorems. At large distances, considerations such as wake rollup, atmospheric
effects on circulation decay, and vortex motion become important. This dissertation
first examines the wake rollup process in the context of extended formations and
develops appropriate physics-based models. These simple models compare well with
higher-fidelity Navier-Stokes solutions, as well as with experimental data.
The wake model is then used to investigate the induced drag savings of formations of aircraft in the presence of uncertainty in model parameters, variation in
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atmospheric properties, and limitations of positioning accuracy. Extended formation
flight is found to only be practical in low to moderately low turbulence conditions
with streamwise separation distances less than about 40 to 50 wingspans. Tracking
error is found to be the largest source of variation in the induced drag savings. At
typical conditions, a 2-aircraft formation achieves a maximum reduction in induced
drag of approximately 30 ± 3%, while a 3-aircraft formation achieves a maximum
reduction of 40 ± 6% (95% confidence intervals).
High-fidelity analyses are utilized to help understand the impact of compressibility
while flying in formation. An Euler solver is modified to allow the use of the wake
vortex model. This solver is then used to analyze the inviscid aerodynamic forces
and moments of transonic wing/body configurations flying in a 2-aircraft extended
formation. By slowing down by about 2%, a formation can achieve large induced drag
reductions with little compressibility penalties. Flying further from the center of the
vortex can allow for slightly higher cruise speeds in exchange for higher induced drag.
Finally, the methodology is applied to studying formations of non-identical aircraft. Fundamental considerations in optimally arranging the formations are identified. Choosing a proper formation arrangement can have a significant impact on
the fuel burn. Simple guidelines for choosing the arrangement of the formation are
found to often coincide with the optimal arrangement. Re-arranging the formation
en-route, in order to minimize fuel burn, is shown to be generally unnecessary, and
even in the best cases can only provide fuel savings on the order of half a percent.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Not the cry, but the flight of the wild duck, leads the flock to fly and follow.
– Chinese Proverb
With the world fleet projected to approximately double in size over the next
twenty years [1,2], much effort is being devoted to further increase the efficiency of air
transportation. Formation flight is one area of interest for its potential to significantly
reduce fuel consumption of long range flights. While the aerodynamic benefits of
formation flight have been known for about a century, only recently have technological
advances enabled the use of precision navigation and control to practically maintain
formations. Existing studies in the literature have focused on close formation flight,
aircraft flying within a few spans of each other. While there are definite aerodynamic
and control benefits to such arrangements, the close proximity of the other aircraft
present an unacceptably high risk of collision for most applications. Fortunately,
aircraft used in many commercial, cargo, and military applications, have wakes that
typically persist for long distances in cruise. This research takes advantage of the
persistence of cruise wakes and extends the streamwise spacing between the aircraft
by at least five wingspans.
This chapter first describes a brief history of the progression of formation flight
research. These studies began with observations and analyses of birds, and have
evolved to include theory, simulation, experiments, and flight tests of formations
1
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of aircraft. Following the summary of previous research, the concept of extended
formation flight is introduced, the main contributions of this work are summarized,
and an outline for the rest of the dissertation is provided.

1.1

Birds

Nature has often been a source of inspiration in solving engineering challenges. Designing flying machines by studying the flight of birds is a classic example of biomimicry.
While the early pioneers of flight looked to birds to learn how to fly, the early aerodynamicists looked to birds to learn how to fly more efficiently.

Figure 1.1: Birds in nature, seen flying in a V formation. (John Benson, “’V’ is for
Vamoose”, November 25, 2007 via Flickr, Creative Commons Attribution)

Among the many insights gleaned from nature, was the observation that migratory
birds often flew together in formations (Figure 1.1). Early aerodynamicists correctly
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hypothesized that by flying in formation, birds would be able to save power. However, the reasoning for how power is saved was not properly understood [3]. In 1914,
Wieselsberger was able to correctly describe the mechanisms for the power reduction by using ideas from Ludwig Prandtl’s recently published lifting line theory [4].
Weiselberger, a doctoral student under Prandtl at the time, represented three birds in
a V formation and showed that the trailing birds could take advantage of the updraft
from the trailing vortices of the lead bird. He showed that a V formation could result
in an approximately equal distribution of drag for each bird.
While Weiselberger’s ideas were correct, the analysis tools were relative simple,
and the power savings were under-predicted. As aerodynamic theory evolved, the
predictions improved as well. In 1970, Lissaman and Shollenberger showed that an
optimally arranged formation of 3 birds could improve its range by 25% while a
formation of 25 birds could improve its range by 70% as compared to solo flight [5].
The optimal predicted angle of the V formation was found to compare well with those
observed in nature. Over the next two decades, Hummel published a series of papers
using classic aerodynamic theory to numerically estimate power reductions for various
formations of birds, including some inhomogeneous formations [3, 6, 7]. He computed
significant power savings, and found that birds observed in nature often arranged
themselves as one would expect for optimal aerodynamic benefits. Those formations
which were not arranged as expected, still had significant aerodynamic benefits, but
were hypothesized to have traded some of the potential power savings in order to
maintain better optical contact for communication purposes.
More recently, biologists have conducted studies which further support the aerodynamic theory of formation flight of birds. Weimerskirch et al. instrumented trained
pelicans with a heart-rate logger and measured their wing-beat frequency using a
digital camera [8]. They found that, while in formation, the pelicans exhibited a significantly decreased heart rate and wing-beat frequency (Figure 1.2). Interestingly,
they also found that some of the rear pelicans had a hard time keeping formation,
but that despite constant adjustments to their position they still achieved significant
decreases in overall energy expenditure (as measured by heart rate).
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Figure 1.2: Mean heart rate (beats per minute) of birds flying both in and out of
formation. (from Reference [8])

1.2

Airplanes

More recently, the application of formation flight to aircraft has received increased
attention. While most previous studies of birds represented the wing with a single
horseshoe vortex, in 1998, Blake and Multhopp looked at modeling airplanes with
vortex lattice methods as well as horseshoe models with viscous cores [9]. They
found that the two methods produced similar trends, but differed in the predicted
lateral position for maximum induced drag savings. Their work extended previous
studies to include work on heterogeneous formations with varying weight and specific
fuel consumption, optimal formation lift coefficients, and rotation of the aircraft in
formation. In 2001, Wagner et al. also studied formation flight with vortex lattice
methods, but included the effect of trimming in roll using aileron deflection [10]. This
was found to change the optimal lateral position for maximum induced drag savings.
A number of studies have looked at optimally loaded formations with constraints on
lift and rolling moment using vortex lattice methods or calculus of variations [11–13].
The latter study by King and Gopalarathnam found that elliptic loading for each
aircraft results in virtually the same induced drag as optimally loaded wings (at least
for planar wings with no overlap in the wing traces). More recent system level analyses
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of formation flight have suggested up to a 13% reduction in fuel burn is achievable
under a realistic commercial scenario [14].
Experimental work on formation flight has yielded a number of insights as well. In
2004, Blake and Gingras conducted wind-tunnel tests with delta-wing aircraft in a 2aircraft formation and found that lift, pitching moment, and rolling moment compared
well to vortex lattice calculations [15]. The drag savings in their experimental work
were lower than those predicted by the vortex lattice method. This was hypothesized
to be due to flow separation caused by wake upwash near the wingtip of the highly
swept wings.

Figure 1.3: Two F/A-18 aircraft flown in formation as part of NASA Dryden’s Autonomous Formation Flight Project in 2001.

Flight tests of aircraft in formation have also been conducted. In 1996, Hummel
used Dornier Do-28 aircraft to show that the trailing aircraft in a 2-aircraft formation
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could reduce its power usage by 15%. Later, Wagner et al. showed an 8% average
fuel flow reduction for the trailing aircraft using Northrop T-38 Talon aircraft [16]. In
2001, the Autonomous Formation Flight Project was funded by NASA’s Revolutionary Concepts Program to explore drag savings and develop control laws for formation
flight. The Autonomous Formation Flight Project surpassed its goal of demonstrating
a 10% fuel savings for the trailing aircraft and showed a maximum fuel flow reduction
of 18% using two F/A-18 aircraft (Figure 1.3) [17–19]. An example of the decrease
in drag during formation flight from their flight tests can be seen in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: An example case of drag savings during NASA’s Autonomous Formation
Flight Project. (from Reference [17])

1.3

Extended Formation Flight

Formation flight offers the potential for significant reductions in aircraft fuel burn,
particularly for long range missions. However, a gap has always existed between the
demonstration of this potential, and practical implementation of formation flight.
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One of the hurdles for past studies in formation flight is the risk and challenge associated with flying aircraft in close proximity. The need for a safer approach is the
main motivation for exploring the concept of extended formation flight in this dissertation. Aircraft flying in extended formations are separated streamwise by at least
five wingspans. Even at the larger streamwise separation distances, much of the drag
savings of close formation flight can still be realized.

1.4

Contributions

This dissertation addresses three aspects of formation flight: longitudinally extended
formations, compressibility effects, and formations of heterogeneous aircraft. The first
contribution is the examination of a safer approach to formation flight. Previous work
on formation flight focus on aircraft separated by less than a few spans. Although
the change is conceptually simple, there are fundamental differences between the two
arrangements. In addition to proposing this approach, we develop appropriate models
to analyze extended formations, compare the results with higher-fidelity analyses, and
study the performance of extended formations in the presence of uncertainty.
The second contribution of this dissertation is the development of a methodology for efficient high-fidelity analyses of formation flight, and the application of this
method to better understand the impact of compressibility. The majority of published studies on formation flight have been either incompressible numerical analyses,
or experimental work conducted at low speeds. The impact of compressibility on
formation flight has not been well understood. High-fidelity simulations of formation
flight are fundamentally computationally-intensive because they involve resolving the
forces on multiple aircraft as well as capturing the interactions between them. This
work uses a decomposition approach and efficient solvers which are ideally suited for
this type of problem. This approach allows for tractable Euler solutions of extended
formations.
The final contribution of this dissertation is a study on using formations comprised
of non-identical aircraft. Although some studies on heterogeneous formations have
been done in the past, they have been fairly limited in scope. The number of variables
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quickly creates a large combinatorial problem that can be difficult to extract general
insight from. This research explores some of the fundamental considerations in arranging formations of non-identical aircraft, and in rearranging formations en-route.
Simple guidelines for arranging the formations are established, and their predictions
are compared with optimally arranged formations.

1.5

Outline

Chapter 2 examines some of the fundamentals of formation flight such as the sensitivity in drag savings to lateral and vertical positioning, and the impact of grouping
more aircraft in a formation. Chapter 3 details the development of the wake model
used in the extended formation flight analyses. The impact of wake development is
one of the primary differences between close and extended formation flight. Chapter 4 uses the wake development model to understand the performance of extended
formations in a stochastic environment. Uncertainty analysis is used to incorporate
variation in the wake model parameters, atmospheric conditions, and aircraft positioning. These studies are used to estimate practical bounds on streamwise separation
distances, highlight differences in performance between formation types, and reveal
the parameters that contribute most to the variation in performance. Chapter 5 looks
at the impact of compressibility on formations flying at transonic speeds. These studies demonstrate an efficient approach to high-fidelity analyses of extended formation
flight and discuss tradeoffs in formation cruise speed, and total drag savings. Chapter 6 studies arranging heterogeneous formations optimally, as well as rearranging
the formations en-route. Fundamental considerations are explored, and simple guidelines are established. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of this work and
discusses potential directions for future research.

Chapter 2
Formation Flight Fundamentals
First master the fundamentals.
– Larry Bird
This chapter introduces some of the basic considerations in formation flight, most
of which apply to both close and extended formation flight. These include considerations such as how formation flight can be used to reduce drag, and how performance
is impacted by adding more aircraft to a formation. Before discussing these topics, we
introduce a metric that is used throughout this dissertation. This metric is referred to
as the drag fraction, and is defined as the drag of all the aircraft in formation, relative
to the drag of all the aircraft out of formation (at a particular reference condition).
In some cases only a component of drag is used. If the analysis is incompressible,
for example, then only the induced component of drag is evaluated and the metric is
referred to as the induced drag fraction. The reason for using a metric of this form is
that drag benefits for one aircraft come at the expense of energy generated by another
aircraft, and so it is important to evaluate the impact on the formation as a whole.

2.1

Mechanism for Drag Savings

The mechanism for drag savings in formation flight can be understood as follows. A
body passing through a fluid generates lift by inducing downward momentum into
9
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the fluid. This downward flow spirals around the edge of the wake, creating regions
of upwash and downwash. An example of the induced vertical velocity field behind
an aircraft can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Vertical component of velocity induced by aircraft wake 20 wingspans
behind lead aircraft (descent distance not to scale).

A second aircraft flying in the region of upwash can significantly reduce its drag
for a given lift. Like an aircraft flying through a thermal, the upwash increases
the apparent angle of attack and provides the aircraft with additional lift beyond
that which would be generated in still air. This power saving mechanism should
not be confused with drafting, which is commonly used in bicycle and car racing to
reduce profile power. Instead, an aircraft flying in formation relies on a reduction in
itsinduced power by obtaining some of its lift from the upwash of an upstream wake.

2.2

Close Verses Extended Formation Flight

Extended formation flight differs from close formation flight only in the amount of
streamwise separation between the aircraft. However, there are several implications
resulting from this change of separation distance.
In close formation flight the influence from aircraft downstream can be significant.
This can be used to beneficially reduce the drag of aircraft upstream as well as
aircraft downstream. Lissaman [5], for example, showed that an arrangement like that
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depicted in Figure 2.2, allows each bird in the formation to realize equal drag savings1 .
If a bird gets tired and drifts back, then the wake in front of it becomes longer and
the upwash velocities become larger. The stronger upwash velocities reduce its drag
further and it drifts forward. Conversely, if the bird surges forward, its drag increases
causing it to drift back. Because of this longitudinal stability, this arrangement can
be naturally formed assuming all the birds in the formation output roughly the same
power. The angle of this arrangement agrees well with those observed in nature [5].

Figure 2.2: An optimally arranged V formation of birds in which all birds have equal
drag savings. (Adapted from Reference [5])

However, these types of mutual influences do not occur in extended formation
flight. For streamwise separation distances larger than about three wingspans, the
induced drag of the lead aircraft in a 2-aircraft formation differs only negligibly from
its solo induced drag [11]. The large separation distances of extended formations
imply that the trailing aircraft have no influence on any of the aircraft upstream
of them. One implication of this is that the lead aircraft does not realize any drag
savings from formation flight. This may lead to the need to rotate the aircraft enroute for the purpose of re-distributing drag savings, or to arrange some sort of cost
sharing structure between airlines.
Another implication of the large separation distances is that wake development
1

More recent analyses have suggested that equal drag formations have less sweep near the formation center than that depicted in Lissaman’s results (see King and Gopalarathnam [13] for example).
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becomes an important factor. In close formation flight the wake has little time to develop, and a flat wake model can be used as a reasonable approximation. Conversely,
for extended formations, the wake rolls-up into spiral vortices, moves under its own
influence as well as those of external forces, and undergoes viscous decay. This wake
development process affects the induced velocity profile, the optimal positioning of a
trailing aircraft, and the induced drag savings of a trailing aircraft.
Figure 2.3 shows a representative comparison of formation induced drag savings
between close formation flight and extended formation flight for a 2-aircraft formation
of identical aircraft. In both cases the trailing aircraft is vertically aligned with the
center of the wake. As the wake evolves behind the lead aircraft the optimal location
for the trailing aircraft changes, as does the magnitude of the induced drag savings.

formation induced drag fraction

1
0.95
0.9

Extended FF

0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
Close FF

0.65
−0.4

−0.2
0
tip−tip spacing / span

0.2

Figure 2.3: Comparison of induced drag savings predictions for a 2-aircraft formation in close formation flight versus extended formation flight with ten wingspans
streamwise separation.
The large separation distances of extended formation flight also affect how the
trailing aircraft is positioned. In close formation flight positioning of the trailing
aircraft is typically done with respect to the lead aircraft, but for extended formation
flight this is a less appropriate choice. Because of the large separation distances,
the wake vortices will move both vertically and laterally due to internal influences
between the vortices as well as due to external atmospheric effects. While the position
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of the vortices is of course related to the position of the lead aircraft, for a given lead
aircraft position the trailing vortices can be in a wide range of locations. Thus, all
subsequent figures show positioning with respect to the wake vortices of the upstream
aircraft (Figure 2.4), rather than with respect to the upstream aircraft itself. This
effect also presents a challenge in sensing/controls where technologies like differential
GPS, used to position the aircraft relative to one another in some past formation flight
tests, are less applicable. Instead, additional mechanisms for sensing (or predicting)
the location of the wake (either directly or indirectly) are needed.

ztip
ytip
Figure 2.4: Positioning defined from center of nearest vortex from upstream aircraft
to wingtip of trailing aircraft.

2.3

Positioning Sensitivity

Figure 2.5 shows the formation induced drag fraction for a 2-aircraft extended formation of identical aircraft. One conclusion drawn from the figure is that optimal
positioning occurs with the wingtip slightly overlapping the center of the incoming
vortex. This is easily understood. Peak velocities occur just outboard of the vortex.
However, the local contribution to the induced drag is proportional to the product of
the normalwash and the local circulation. Since local circulation approaches zero at
the wingtip, it is advantageous (in terms of drag reduction) to shift the large regions
of upwash to sections on the wing with higher circulation. However, this shift in
positioning should not be taken too far, because inboard of the vortex center, downwash is being produced (which would increase the induced drag of a trailing aircraft).
Thus, the optimum positioning occurs with the wingtip overlapping the vortex center
slightly, such that the peak velocity is shifted into a region of greater circulation,
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and downwash occurs only over a small section near the wingtip where there is little
circulation.

0.95
0.2
0.9
ztip/b

0.1
0.85
0
0.8
−0.1
0.75
−0.2
−0.2 −0.1

0
0.1
ytip/b

0.2

Figure 2.5: Contours of formation induced drag fraction for a 2-aircraft formation of
identical aircraft separated streamwise by 20 wingspans.

A second takeaway from the figure is that, near the optimum, drag savings are
much more sensitive to variation in vertical positioning as compared to variation in
lateral positioning. However, practical formations would likely operate with small
separation distances between the wingtip and the wake vortex. One reason for this,
is that the location for maximum induced rolling moment occurs close to the location
of maximum induced drag savings (Figure 2.6). Flying outboard from the vortex
center increases induced drag, but also decreases the induced rolling moment. Reduced rolling moments require less control surface deflection to trim, which may be
particularly important at transonic speeds.
A second reason why practical formations would likely fly outboard of the vortex
is discussed in Chapter 5 on compressibility effects. Flying at the outboard positions
allows for decreased formation-induced compressibility effects and would allow the
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Figure 2.6: Induced rolling moment experienced by trailing aircraft in a 2-aircraft
formation as a function of lateral spacing between wingtip and vortex center. Rolling
moment is normalized by half the lift and the wing semispan.

formation to cruise at higher speeds. At these outboard positions, induced drag
contours are seen to be much closer to circular (Figure 2.5), implying that sensitivity
to lateral and vertical positioning should be approximately equal. Although the
shape and location of the contours differ somewhat for close formation flight, these
conclusions remain true in general for either arrangement.

2.4

Larger Formations (more aircraft)

We can compute an analytic estimate of the effect of adding more aircraft to the
formation. The minimum induced drag for a single aircraft is given by
Di =

L2
qπb2

(ignoring any non-planar and viscous effects in this derivation). For n aircraft we
can similarly compute a theoretical lower bound on induced drag. If we assume that
all the aircraft in the formation are lined up tip-to-tip in the Trefftz plane, then
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this arrangement would be equivalent to one large wing of span nb carrying a lift of
magnitude nL, which has a minimum induced drag of
(Di )f ormation =

(nL)2
= (Di )1
qπ(nb)2

This minimum induced drag is not achievable in practice, as an elliptic loading across
the formation can not be realized by n distinct aircraft. However, this lower bound
demonstrates the correct trend for the effect of increasing the size of the formation.
With these assumptions, the lower bound for the induced drag fraction of the formation is then given by
(Di )f ormation
(Di )1
1
=
=
(Di )1 + . . . + (Di )n
n(Di )1
n
Figure 2.7a shows the variation in the theoretical lower bound of the induced drag

1
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formation induced drag fraction

fraction for a formation lined up tip-to-tip in the lateral direction.
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(a) Theoretical lower bound to the formation
induced drag fraction for aircraft positioned tipto-tip (not literally, but as viewed from behind
the formation) as the number of aircraft in the
formation increases.
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(b) Relative range (formation range relative to
solo range) as the number of aircraft in the formation increases. Formation assumed to fly
at the conditions that maximize the out-offormation lift-to-drag ratio.

Figure 2.7: Formation induced drag reduction and range increase as the number of
aircraft in the formation increases.
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Instead of using the drag fraction as the metric, Maskew and later Blake and
Multhopp [9,20] look at how the range scales with the formation size for a few different
assumptions. A simple analysis shows that if the formation cruises at its maximum
√
lift-to-drag ratio then the formation range relative to the solo range scales with n.
However, the lift coefficient required to cruise at the formation maximum lift-to-drag
√
ratio also scales with n, and thus becomes impractical fairly quickly. Alternatively,
one could assume that the formation cruises at the conditions that maximize the
out-of-formation lift-to-drag ratio. In that case the relative formation range scales as
2n/(n + 1) as plotted in Figure 2.7b. Derivation of these range scaling laws are shown
in Appendix A.
These figures highlight that the greatest drag reduction (or range increase) is
realized in changing from solo flight to a 2-aircraft formation, but as more aircraft
are added to the formation the relative additional benefit diminishes quickly. At the
same time, larger formations increase the control and sensing complexity required
to maintain formation. Thus, for practical purposes, formations of two and three
aircraft are likely to be of greatest interest, and are the formation sizes examined in
this dissertation.

2.5

Formation Types

There are three possibilities for arranging a 3-aircraft formation as seen in Figure
2.8. The figure is not to scale, as the streamwise separation distances are actually
much larger for extended formation flight. The V formation is similar to a typical
V formation, but the trailing aircraft is further back in the streamwise direction to
maintain separation between the different aircraft. The same is true of the invertedV formation. Separation distances between aircraft are always kept constant in this
work. A streamwise separation distance of ten spans, for example, means ten spans
between the first and second aircraft, and ten spans between the second and third
aircraft.
As discussed in later chapters there are a number of factors which dictate which
type of formation is optimal for a given set of conditions. These factors include things
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like the weights of the aircraft, specific fuel consumption of the engines, and stage
length of the mission. However, examining the formations more fundamentally, we
see that the echelon and V formation are essentially simple extensions of the 2-aircraft
formation, whereas the inverted-V formation offers some unique characteristics.

V Formation

Echelon Formation

Inverted-V Formation

Figure 2.8: The three different types of 3-aircraft formations.

In the inverted-V formation the trailing aircraft flies in nearly symmetric loading
conditions (Figure 2.9), whereas the trailing aircraft in the other formations have
significant induced rolling moments from the upstream wake. Also, both the V and
echelon formation have two aircraft that realize significant drag savings. However, in
the inverted-V formation, almost all of the formation drag savings are realized by one
aircraft. These differences present both advantages and disadvantages.
The nearly symmetric loading of the inverted-V is advantageous because it reduces
the amount of control surface deflection required to trim the aircraft in roll. This may
be particularly important at transonic speeds where large control surface deflection
can cause not only more significant increases in drag, but also buffet or other aeroelastic effects. The symmetric conditions also make the inverted-V a statically stable
formation which may allow for simpler control schemes, whereas the other two formations are not statically stable [14]. Symmetric loading can also be structurally
advantageous, as aircraft are designed to fly in symmetric load conditions.
However, there are some disadvantages to this arrangement. It may be more
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Middle Aircraft

Figure 2.9: A typical inverted-V formation is shown with depictions of the wake
vortices from the two lead aircraft. The figure shows that the inverted-V formation
flies in more symmetric loading conditions as compared to the other two types of
3-aircraft formations.
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difficult to maintain the formation, as positioning must be done with respect to two
other aircraft simultaneously. The magnitude of induced drag savings for the invertedV formation is more sensitive to this variation than the other two formations, because
nearly all of the drag savings are realized by one aircraft. Choosing the appropriate
formation type depends on some of these fundamental differences, as well as the
specific properties of the aircraft and mission as discussed later in this dissertation.

2.6

Using Existing Aircraft

One of the appeals of formation flight, is that it has the potential for significant fuel
savings even with existing aircraft. Its potential suitability for existing aircraft can
be assessed with a simple structural analysis. For a given high aspect ratio wing, the
structural weight scales with the amount of material required to resist bending loads.
If we consider a section of the wing structural box (Figure 2.10) the local bending
moment is given by:
A
Mb = σ t
2
If the wing is fully stressed then σ will be the yield stress. The weight of stressed
material in half of the wing can be found by integrating along the semi-span.
Z
Wb = ρmaterial

Z
Ads = ρmaterial

2Mb
ds
σyield t

The bending weight of the wing should then be proportion to the index
Z
Wb ∝

Mb
ds
t

The minimum limit load factor for transport aircraft falling under FAR Part 25 [21]
is 2.5-g. This imposes a conservative lower bound on the amount of bending material
in the wing. Assuming that the aircraft only fly in formation during cruise with no
maneuvering as a formation, the worst case formation-loading condition would be
due to vertical gusts. The gust loads at cruise altitudes, are often lower than the
critical maneuver loads. An example case is discussed below for a gust load of 1.5-g
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Figure 2.10: Diagram depicting variables used in estimating wing bending weight.

(an estimated worst-case gust load at cruise altitudes for large transports). If the
structural material required to withstand this gust exceeds the material required for
the limit load out of formation, then a structural retrofit may be required.
The gust load distribution is computed at the worse-case spacing, for the trailing
aircraft in an inverted-V formation. Figure 2.11a compares the 1-g out-of-formation
lift distribution to the in-formation lift distribution. As expected, there is higher
loading at the tips due to the wake upwash, and less at the root since the aircraft
lowers its angle of attack to fly at the same lift coefficient. Figure 2.11b shows the
structural material required to carry the critical bending loads along the structural
span both in and out of formation. It is clear from the figure that the structural
requirements in the worst-case during formation are still below those already required
for normal out-of-formation flight. Near the wingtip the bending margin is small
from this simple analysis, but at those locations the wing box is not sized by bending
constraints anyway, but rather by minimum gauge constraints.
This simple analysis suggests that many of today’s aircraft should be able to fly
in formation without requiring any structural modifications provided that formation
flight is only allowed during the cruise segment of flight.
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Figure 2.11: Simple structural evaluation of suitability of formation flight using existing aircraft

2.7

Routing

A snapshot of all the flights in the world (each flight represented by a yellow dot)
shows that there are many flights headed generally in the same direction, at the same
time, even under current flight schedules (Figure 2.12). This snapshot is from a movie
of all the flights in the world in a 24-hour period created by a group from the Zurich
School of Applied Sciences2 .
A simple analysis can be done to estimate the fuel savings and flight time increase
that occur when modifying routes to fly in formation. As a simplified case, we examine
two routes that are headed to a common destination as depicted in Figure 2.13. The
routes are modified from flying the great circle distance between origin and destination
to instead rendezvousing and flying in formation. The rendezvous location is chosen
optimally based on the relative distance between the initial city pair, and some simple
assumptions are made on drag breakdown for a typical aircraft (induced drag is
assumed to comprise 45% of the total drag when flying out-of-formation - a typical
value, as seen for example in Ref [22]).
2

http://radar.zhaw.ch/worldwide.html, accessed June 2009.
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Figure 2.12: A snapshot of an instant in time showing all the flights in the world,
each represented by a small yellow dot.

stage

lengt

h!

city
distance!

Figure 2.13: A simple representative routing diagram for a formation mission with a
common destination.
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Figure 2.14 shows the impact on fuel savings and flight time by modifying the route
to fly together in formation. The fuel fraction and time of flight fraction depict the
in-formation values relative to the out-of-formation values. Generally trans-oceanic
routes are well suited to formation flight as they often fly along similar corridors
already, and have small city distance to stage length ratios. Of course, there are
many other considerations to consider in optimizing entire networks of flights with
different origins and destinations. Some formation routing studies of larger networks
have been conducted by Bower et al. [14]. This dissertation is not directly concerned
with the routing problem, but does conduct analyses that affect the optimal routing
of formation flight networks. These studies include the impact of heterogeneous formations and compressibility, which alter the optimal arrangement of the formations
for minimum fuel burn and the attainable formation flight speeds.
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Figure 2.14: Fuel burn savings and flight time increase due to modifying two routes
to rendezvous and fly in formation toward a common destination (identical aircraft,
rendezvous at optimal location).

2.8

Regulations

FAR Part 91-111 reads as follows [23]:
(b) No person may operate an aircraft in formation flight except by arrangement with the pilot in command of each aircraft in the formation.
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(c) No person may operate an aircraft, carrying passengers for hire, in
formation flight.
Clearly, commercial carriers cannot fly in formation under current regulations.
Early adopters of using formation flight to reduce fuel usage would likely include
military and cargo carriers who do not face the same regulatory barriers. Many
military aircraft already routinely fly in formation, not to reduce drag, but rather
to efficiently transport large numbers of aircraft at the same time [24]. Although
formation flight does add control and sensing complexity within a formation, the
burden on air traffic control is actually reduced. Currently, a formation is treated as
a single aircraft (the formation lead) [25]. Additional flight testing is needed to further
assess the suitability and identify the challenges of flying in extended formations for
the purposes of drag reduction.

Chapter 3
Wake Development
Everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler.
– Albert Einstein
One fundamental difference between close and extended formation flight is the
wake development phase. In close formation flight the wake has had little time to
develop, and thus flat wake models serve as a reasonable approximation. In extended
formation flight, considerations such as wake rollup, vortex motion, and circulation
decay should be accounted for. This chapter presents the wake development models
used in this dissertation and the rationale for choosing them.

3.1

Wake Rollup

For any non-uniform spanwise lift distribution, the vortex sheet shed from the trailing
edge of a finite wing will rollup from its initially flat configuration. Wake rollup is a
complex process, but the separation distances in extended formation flight are large
enough that we need not be concerned with the intermediate stages of the rollup
process. Typically the wake behind an aircraft is considered completely rolled-up
within a few spans [26]. Since we are interested in steady cruise conditions with
separation distances more than a few spans, we can apply far-field wake models based
on conservation principles. These models are simplified by the fact that the rollup
26
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process is typically rapid enough that viscous effects can be neglected during the
rollup phase [26], and that the wake velocities are very nearly two dimensional [27].
The results from the rollup model can then be used as initial conditions for a viscous
wake decay model [26].
Several models for the rolled-up inviscid wake have been proposed and used
throughout the years. Many of these models begin with an assumption on how the
vorticity is distributed. The simplest model is to concentrate all the vorticity at one
point, however the presence of a singularity (and infinite kinetic energy) is undesirable. A simple model which avoids this problem assumes a uniform distribution of
vorticity over a circular region. This distribution of vorticity is equivalent to a core
with solid body rotation, and is called the Rankine vortex. A second commonly used
model is the Lamb-Oseen vortex, which assumes an exponential decay in the swirl
velocity.

 2 
Γ0
−r
Vθ =
1 − exp
2πr
rc2
Both of these models have the advantage of simplicity, but need some other method
to determine the size of the core.
One method to choose the core size that has become popular was first proposed
by Prandtl, as detailed in [28], and was more fully developed separately by MilneThompson [29] and Spreiter & Sacks [30]. This method is based on conservation of
mechanical energy applied over a large control volume containing the aircraft. It is
assumed that the induced drag of the aircraft is approximately equal to the kinetic
energy of the fluid in the Trefftz plane. This approach neglects kinetic energy due
to axial velocities, and energy lost to viscous dissipation. While the approach is a
sensible one, the choice of vorticity distribution is rather arbitrary. The Rankine
vortex is commonly used with the Prandtl method leading to a core size prediction
of a little over 8% of the wingspan [30] (Spalart notes that the result derived by
Spreiter & Sacks contains an error, and that the correct derivation leads to an even
larger prediction in core size [31]). However, agreement with experimental results is
rather poor. Experimental data show smaller core sizes, and that the assumption
of all the vorticity being contained within the core is rather inaccurate [26]. Other
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simple vorticity profiles such as the Lamb-Oseen vortex can be used with the Prandtl
method but core size is still over predicted [31].
We use a wake rollup method first proposed by Betz [32], and later made more
visible by Donaldson [33]. The method has shown excellent agreement with experimental data [31,34]. The Betz model does not require an assumption on the assumed
form of the vorticity distribution, but rather computes it based on other invariants.
For an incompressible, 2-D, finite vorticity distribution, using the continuity equation
and the vorticity equation, it can be shown that the time derivatives of the following
quantities are all zero [35].
Z
Γ=

γdA
Z

Γy =

yγdA
Z

Γz =
Z
Γr =

zγdA

(y 2 + z 2 )γdA

It has been shown that for these governing equations, these are the only invariants
that exist [36].
The Betz model assumes that each vortex rolls up into axially symmetric vortices
and that the influence of one vortex on the other during the rollup process is negligible.
This allows each half of the flow field to be considered separately leading to the
following equations:
dΓ
=0
dt
dΓy
=0
dt
Z ∞ 2
dΓz
Vz
=−
dz
dt
−∞ 2 y=0
Z ∞
dΓr
V2
=−
(z − z̄) z
dz
dt
2 y=0
−∞
where ȳ and z̄ are the centroids of vorticity (ȳ = Γy /Γ0 and z̄ = Γz /Γ0 ).
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In the present form, computation of the rollup procedure is still not straightforward. Betz made one final simplifying assumption. Γr is a measure of how much the
vorticity is spread about its centroid. As seen from this last equation, dΓr /dt is zero
if the vorticity distribution is vertically symmetric. This is the case both initially
as a flat wake, and finally when rollup is complete. Betz assumed that Γr should
not change significantly during the entire rollup process, and that it should also be
approximately conserved locally [35]. Donaldson [34], Rossow [37], and Jordan [38]
were independently able to discover a simpler relationship relating the initial spanwise
distribution of vorticity, and the final rolled-up distribution.
r = ȳ − y
Γr (r) = Γ(y)
This relationship provides a mapping from the original lift distribution to an axially symmetric rolled-up wake (see Donaldson [35] for further details on the present
discussion).
Rossow has shown that although the assumption of axially symmetric vorticity
distributions may seem restrictive, this “first order” approximation is surprisingly
accurate, even when superimposing multiple axially symmetric vortex pairs in a flowfield [39]. Betz method has shown excellent agreement with experiments, both for
single and multiple vortex pairs [34].
One limitation of the original Betz method is its applicability only to lift distributions where the magnitude of vorticity decreases monotonically from the tip to the
root. However, a number of extensions to this method have been proposed throughout
the years to increase its range of applicability. For example, Donaldson and Rossow
have extended the methodology to complex lift distributions, such as those generated
from a flaps-down configuration [34, 37]. These methods may be important in extended formation flight in order to study wings with winglets, or wings with control
surface deflections. These extended Betz methods have shown reasonable agreement
with experiment, however it is not always clear in the case of multiple vortices whether
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these vortices will remain distinct, merge, or one will disperse and distribute its vorticity around another vortex [35]. Extended Betz methods rely mainly on heuristics
to predict the shedding of multiple vortices, rather than the physics-based approach
of the simple Betz method, and thus were not used in these analyses. If more complex configurations for which the Betz methods are not applicable are desired, then
Navier-Stokes based approaches would likely be more suitable as detailed in section
5.1.2.

3.2

Core Size

As noted previously, the results from using a Rankine vortex grossly overestimate core
size (radius of peak velocity) when compared to experimental results. Spalart notes
that the viscous core in aircraft wake vortices is often surprisingly small, about 1% of
the span, and that the growth of the core is very slow [31]. A relatively recent series of
experimental tests were conducted to estimate wake vortex core size [40]. These tests
were conducted at different locations (Wallops Island Flight Facility, a NOAA test
facility near Idaho Falls, and John F. Kennedy International Airport) with different
aircraft (C-130, B-727, B-757, B-767, MD-11) and used different experimental methods (velocity probes measured from a follower aircraft, hot film anemometers on an
instrumented 200 foot tower, ground based continuous wave lidar). Figure 3.1, using
data from their paper, shows that the results were fairly consistent among all the
tests, and that core size was relatively independent of distance behind the aircraft.
This data is also consistent with earlier flight tests which showed core sizes of about
2% span even at 200 spans behind the airplane [41].
The normalized time used in this paper is defined as
t∗ =

w0
t
b0

For an elliptic lift distribution this definition of normalized time can be rearranged
to give
x
AR ∗
≈6
t
b
CL
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Figure 3.1: Vortex core radius as a function of normalized time. (Data for figure
taken from Delisi et al. [40])

For an aspect ratio 8 wing with a lift coefficient of 0.5, a normalized time of 1 corresponds roughly to 100 spans. Since the downstream spacing of our formations are
well within the normalized times examined in the experiments, we use the result that
core size should be roughly constant and conservatively estimate the core size to be
between about 1-2% of the wingspan.
These measurements of vortex core radius, similar to most data found in the
literature, are reported relative to the wingspan. However, wingspan is not necessarily
a relevant parameter to reference core size to. As an example, let us imagine the two
different lift distributions shown in Figure 3.2. The first is an elliptic lift distribution,
while the second is the same lift distribution with a section of constant lift added
inboard. The second lift distribution corresponds to an aircraft with a larger span,
but the constant lift section does not add any additional vorticity. In effect we have
just taken the same rolled-up vortex pairs from the first lift distribution and increased
the spacing between them. If we use the criteria that core size is a fixed fraction of
wingspan, then we would reach the unexpected conclusion that the second vortex pair
should have larger core sizes. While the case may be a little contrived, in formation
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flight, a trailing aircraft often has a flatter lift distribution due to increased upwash at
its tips. If there is a third aircraft in the formation, then this effect may be important
to consider in order to correctly estimate the core size of the vortices shed from the
second aircraft with the flatter lift distribution.

Figure 3.2: Two example lift distributions to demonstrate fallacy of referencing core
size relative to wingspan.
A more relevant parameter to reference core size to is what we call the vortex
radius. Since there is not a sharp boundary defining the vortex size, for this analysis
we define it to be the radius in which 99% of the circulation is contained (this radius
is similar to the parameter denoted r2 in Spalart’s work [31]). An example of what
the vortex radius looks like is shown in Figure 3.3. For an elliptic lift distribution,
this radius is found to be 32.5% of the wingspan (or 83% of the Betz radius). Thus,
a core radius size of 1-2% wingspan, for an elliptic lift distribution, corresponds to
a core radius size of 3-6% of the vortex radius. This method avoids the problems
associated with using wingspan as a reference parameter in specifying core size.
In this analysis, the vortex circulation distribution predicted from the solid body
core is joined to the vortex circulation distribution predicted by the Betz method with
a cubic spline joining the two pieces. Smoothness in the swirl velocity is important
since gradient-based optimization is used for some of the results. A comparison
with the wake rollup method used here, and a 2D Navier-Stokes calculation done by
Spalart [42] is shown in Figure 3.4. Good agreement is observed between the two
methods. The result in the figure is using a core size of 4.5% of the vortex radius (the
mean value from our estimation method). Also shown in the figure is a comparison
to a commonly used Rankine-Prandtl vortex.
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Figure 3.3: A representative vortex circulation distribution showing the definition of
vortex radius used here.
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Figure 3.4: Good agreement is shown between our augmented Betz model and a 2D
Navier-Stokes computation done by Spalart [42] (The two curves essentially overlap
completely). Also shown is the Rankine-Prandtl model for comparison. (Only the
right half of the symmetric velocity profile is shown.)
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Wake Decay

One of the first widely recognized models for vortex decay was developed by Greene
[43]. His model used three terms to predict wake motion and decay. The first term
is due to drag on an oval of fluid treated like a solid body. Later models discard this
term because, as noted by Sarpkaya, a drag force acting on a free vortex pair is not
hydrodynamically sound [44].
The second term is a buoyancy force due to stratification of the atmosphere. This
force is a function of the Brunt-Väisälä (B-V) frequency, which characterizes the
frequency of oscillation for a fluid particle displaced from equilibrium in a statically
stable atmosphere. The B-V frequency is given by
r
N=

g dθ
θ dz

and is normalized as
N∗ =

N b0
w0

The potential temperature θ, is the temperature of a fluid particle taken adiabatically
to a reference pressure, typically sea level pressure. It can be shown that a stable
atmosphere is one in which dθ/dz > 0. A neutrally stable atmosphere corresponds
to one in which entropy is constant with height. Near the ground the air is usually
well mixed and is thus close to neutrally stable. The atmosphere is often unstably
stratified at altitude, but can be strongly stratified at times. The relationship between
temperature gradients and potential temperature gradients is shown in Figure 3.5.
At altitude, using the standard atmosphere, N is typically in the range of 0.01-0.02,
though values as large as 0.04 are sometimes observed [45].
The last term is a viscous term due to atmospheric turbulence. Although Greene
used a root mean square turbulence velocity in his model, most later models use
the eddy dissipation rate as it is a more fundamental turbulence parameter [44].
Currently, the International Civil Aviation Organization uses the eddy dissipation
rate as a standard in reporting turbulence [47]. Crow and Bate [48] showed that the
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Figure 3.5: Vertical variation of actual and potential temperature in the atmosphere.
Thin lines correspond to neutral atmosphere. (Figure from [46])
appropriate normalization for the eddy dissipation rate for this application is
∗ =

(b0 )1/3
w0

Sarpkaya [44] describes weak turbulence to occur for ∗ < 0.02, moderate turbulence
for 0.02 < ∗ < 0.2, and high turbulence for ∗ > 0.3.
Over the years many methods have been proposed to extend and refine aircraft
wake decay models. In recent years there are three primary models which have
undergone continued development and testing [49]. These models are developed by
Holzäpfel [50, 51], Sarpkaya [44], and Transport Canada [52].
For this analysis the Holzäpfel model is used because it tends to be more conservative for our application, and it allows uncertainty analysis to be more easily
incorporated. The form of the circulation decay is based on an analytical solution to
the Navier-Stokes equations for a singular vortex in plane, rotating flow.
Γ(r, t)
Γ =
= 1 − exp
Γ0
∗



−r2
4νt
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Because we are not modeling a singular vortex, but rather the rollup of a vortex sheet,
Holzäpfel modified the constants in the equation as follows:


∗

Γ = A − exp

−R∗ 2
ν1∗ (t∗ − T1∗ )



Additionally, both LES and experimental data suggest that vortex decay occurs in
two phases, a diffusion phase and a rapid decay phase [49,53]. The equation describing
wake decay is modified to allow for these two phases. The diffusion phase is described
by the equation above, and the normalized circulation during the rapid-decay phase
is given as
∗

Γ = A − exp



−R∗ 2
ν1∗ (t∗ − T1∗ )




− exp

−R∗ 2
ν2∗ (t∗ − T2∗ )



where A, R∗ , T1∗ , T2∗ , ν1∗ , ν2∗ are coefficients tuned from LES simulations. The time
when rapid decay begins (T2∗ ) is based on the work of Sarpkaya [44] and that of Crow
and Bate [48], with slight modification to better agree with other published LES data.
Holzäpfel’s model has been demonstrated to produce reasonable agreement with flight
test data [54].
A few typical results from the Holzäpfel model are shown in Figure 3.6 for low,
moderate, and high turbulence in a neutrally stratified atmosphere. From the figure
we can see that there is a diffusion range which is self-similar, followed by a rapid
decay range which is dependent on turbulence and stratification levels. The shaded
regions show the 95% confidence intervals for circulation strength as a function of
normalized time.
Although, a few different turbulence levels are shown, extended formation flight
would likely only be used in weak turbulence conditions. Fortunately, these atmospheric conditions are also the most prevalent at cruise altitudes. Beginning in the
early 1990s, the Federal Aviation Administration sponsored The National Center for
Atmospheric Research to develop an in situ turbulence measurement [55]. A few
hundred commercial aircraft have been instrumented with software to characterize
the local atmospheric turbulence by measuring the eddy dissipation rate. Data was
collected at locations providing broad coverage across the continental United States.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized vortex circulation as a function of normalized time for three
different turbulence levels. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals.
The flight data show that null to low turbulence conditions prevail in approximately
95% of the measurements [56–58].
Additionally, extended formation flight is employed only at relative small separation time scales for which the decay models fall well within the self-similar region.
Thus, only very simple wake decay models (if any) would be needed. However, it
is also of interest to examine what the reasonable limits of atmospheric conditions
and streamwise separation distances are, and for those analyses the more complete
circulation decay model will be used.

3.4

Wake Propagation

Propagation of the wake vortices is fairly straightforward. Vortices are propagated
using a time-marching method, where at each time step the decay of the vortices is
updated and the induced velocities from all other vortices are computed. The effect
of buoyancy due to stratification is incorporated using the method of Holzäpfel [51].
This is essentially Greene’s method [43] with a slight modification to better match
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LES data. Buoyancy effects on wake propagation are typically negligible in this
application unless the stratification is large, and streamwise separation between the
aircraft is also very large.

3.5

Forces and Moments

Use of these wake models requires some consideration in how to compute the forces
and moments of trailing aircraft affected by the wake. Although not necessarily
optimal, a typical lift distribution for a large commercial transport is used for the
lead aircraft. For the trailing aircraft, the influence of the wake(s) from the lead
aircraft are included when computing the lift distribution. Changes in loading with
twist and angle of attack are computed using a discrete vortex Weissinger model.
Two hundred control points are used, equally spaced along the wingspan. For each
aircraft, the angle of attack is adjusted so that each cruises at the same lift coefficient,
and ailerons are deflected anti-symmetrically to trim in roll. Ailerons are assumed to
act along the outer 30% of the semi-span. Section lift coefficients are also computed
to ensure unrealistic deflections are not required to trim.
Since the trailing aircraft are far enough back that they are assumed to exert
no influence on the lead aircraft, induced drag of the lead aircraft is calculated at
the Trefftz plane by using a drag free wake leaving the trailing edge of the wing
planform. For the trailing aircraft, a near field method is used to compute induced
drag. Calculating the induced drag involves computing integrals of the form:
Z
Di =

ρVn Γds

By nature of a vortex lattice method, the circulation strength is discretized so that it
is constant along each panel. However, the normalwash is due in part to the velocities
induced from the other aircrafts’ wakes. This is a continuous distribution and may
change significantly over the length of panel. In order to allow for smooth variation in
drag with positioning changes, and to allow for the use of gradient-based optimization,
the computed circulation distribution is fit with a cubic spline before integration.

Chapter 4
Uncertainty Analysis
Education is the path from cocky ignorance to miserable uncertainty.
– Mark Twain
Wake development is a stochastic process. There is variation in atmospheric
conditions, stochastic behavior due to turbulence, and uncertainty in the parameters
used in the models. Rather than take a strictly deterministic approach, a framework
for uncertainty analysis is built into the methodology. This allows for estimates in the
uncertainty bounds of drag savings, and a better understanding of the sensitivities in
drag savings due to changes in the various parameters. This chapter first introduces
an addition to the wake model necessary for these uncertainty analyses, and discusses
parameters used in the analysis. Next, confidence intervals of performance are shown
for the different 2 and 3-aircraft formations, and the parameters that contribute
most to the variance in performance are discussed. Finally, we summarize the main
conclusions of this chapter, and explore possible directions for future work.

4.1

Vortices in Close Proximity

Before discussing the uncertainty analysis framework, one addition needs to be made
to the wake model to support this particular analysis. The wake decay models of
the previous section are based on the wake behind a single aircraft. For extended
39
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formation flight, if the formation consists of more than two aircraft, we must also
consider the interaction of vortices from different wakes. If vortices come in close
proximity to each other, instability growth can be amplified leading to an increased
decay rate for the vortices.
This is generally not a significant consideration for a typical 3-aircraft extended
formation. The inner vortex pair between the two lead aircraft has little effect on the
third aircraft positioned outboard of the outer vortices (Figure 4.1). This is because
the inner pair of vortices have opposite signs in circulation and so the induced velocity
from these two vortices is largely cancelled, and the close proximity of this inner pair
of vortices causes them to both propagate and decay quickly, further decreasing their
influence.

inner vortex pair

Figure 4.1: A typical representation of vortex propagation for an extended echelon
formation (or a V formation if trailing aircraft flew outboard of the lead aircraft’s
vortices).

However, for this uncertainty analysis, we are interested in exploring the limits
of acceptable streamwise separation distances. At large streamwise separation distances, the inner vortex pair can move significant distances and in some cases end
up positioned close to the trailing aircraft. Since we are randomly varying parameters in this uncertainty analysis, these cases will occur and can significantly distort
the confidence bounds of drag savings, unless the increased decay rate of the inner
vortex pair is accounted for. For this analysis, where thousands of simulations are
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performed, a computationally-fast approach is needed. The simplified approach used
is this analysis is based on linear stability theory, the details of which are discussed
in Appendix B. For formation sizes of three or more, particularly where separation
distances are large, 3D Navier-Stokes solutions and experimental methods may be
necessary to verify the wake development of the inner vortex pair. However, separation distances large enough to require these detailed simulations and experiments are
unlikely to be practical for extended formation flight anyway.

4.2

Random Variables

Most of the parameters in the model are assumed to be independent, random variables
sampled from a Gaussian distribution. For each random variable, reasonable bounds
are established and assumed to be ±3σ events. The parameters assumed to be random
variables, and their corresponding bounds are discussed in this section.
Random variables affecting the viscous nature of the wake development include
the initial wake circulation, the vortex core size, and the rapid decay parameters T2∗
and ν2∗ . Initial wake circulation after rollup is assumed to be known within ±10%.
Variations in core size are estimated to be between 3% to 6% of the vortex size, as
discussed previously. Bounds on the wake decay parameters are the same as those
used by Holzäpfel [51] in his studies.
Vortex instability growth depends on the wavenumber of the periodic disturbances,
and the initial perturbations, both of which are assumed to be random variables.
The wavenumber of the periodic disturbances is assumed to vary between 0.6 to
1. The initial perturbations in vortex position are not expected to follow a specific
distribution, but are rather chosen randomly and then the initial perturbation vector
is normalized with norm 1.
The stochastic nature of turbulence leads to variation in the wake’s location. The
estimation procedure for these bounds is similar to that done by Holzäpfel [54]. It is
assumed that the root mean square (rms) ambient turbulence velocity can be used to
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give reasonable bounds on the uncertainty in the wake position as follows
∗
yu,l

∗

Z

=y ±

∗
dt∗
qrms

∗
where yu,l
represent the upper and lower bounds on normalized lateral position of the

wake. If we assume that the turbulent eddy viscosity is constant between aircraft,
and use an approximation relating turbulent eddy viscosity to rms turbulent velocity
proposed by Donaldson [35]
qrms = (8Λ)1/3
then the bound on error in lateral position can be expressed after some rearranging
as
∆y
1 CL
=±
b0
2π AR0



Λ
b0

1/3

∆x ∗

b0

The longitudinal length scale of the turbulence depends on stratification and altitude,
but since it appears in the equation as Λ1/3 , it need only be known within the right
order of magnitude. Greene estimates that this parameter should be between b0 to
8b0 for many different aircraft and atmospheric conditions [43]. Thus, Λ is included
as a random variable within those bounds. As seen in the equation, the uncertainty
in wake location depends mainly on atmospheric turbulence and how far apart the
aircraft are spaced downstream. The equation for vertical uncertainty in wake location
is of the same form.
Even with precise knowledge of the wake’s location, there will still be tracking
error due to control limitations. The tracking error used in this analysis is based on
close formation flight tests conducted by NASA using two F/A-18 airplanes [59]. In
the tests, steady state tracking accuracy was always better than ±9 ft in zero to low
turbulence conditions. Although, as compared to close formation flight, the location
of the wake is more uncertain for extended formations, this analysis assumes that
similar tracking accuracy will be achievable. Successful implementation will likely
require the use of technologies other than differential GPS to track the location of
the wake (such as lidar or exhaust gas temperature monitoring).
Finally, there is uncertainty in atmospheric properties. These, however are not
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assumed to follow a known distribution. Because atmospheric properties depend
strongly on many variables such as location, season, altitude, time of day, etc. a
“typical distribution” may be misleading. Instead, specific values are used in order
to show the effect of different levels of atmospheric turbulence and stratification.
Though unstably stratified or weakly stratified conditions are more typical, a value
of N ∗ = 1 is a rough upper limit corresponding to aircraft with large spans and an
atmosphere with a high lapse rate. As mentioned previously in section 3.3, values
for the normalized eddy dissipation rate can be roughly divided into three regions.
Values below 0.02 correspond to weak atmospheric turbulence, between 0.02-0.2 to
moderate turbulence, and anything larger than 0.3 as strong atmospheric turbulence
[44]. Strong atmospheric turbulence levels are of less interest in this study, since
extended formation flight would not be used in such atmospheric conditions.
For each given formation and atmospheric condition, the optimal positioning of
the aircraft is first found assuming no uncertainty in the parameters. This optimal
spacing is used as a starting point for the Monte Carlo simulations. Optimization
is performed using the sequential quadratic programming method, with gradients
computed by finite differencing. This does not imply that the expected value of
the Monte Carlo simulations should approach the optimal solution, in fact it is far
from that. It merely provides a reasonable starting point assuming one might try
to position the aircraft optimally if there is no variation in the parameters. Three
hundred Latin Hypercube samples are used for each simulation to characterize the
uncertainty in the formation’s performance. A summary of the various uncertainty
bounds used in this analysis is provided in Table 4.1. These values are rationally
motivated, but are not necessarily meant to be universally applicable. The framework
easily allows for other assumptions in the distributions of the model parameters.
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Table 4.1: The model parameters which are assumed to be random variables. Each
variable is sampled from a Gaussian distribution, and the assumed corresponding
±3σ levels are shown. For some parameters the three standard deviation bounds are
not constant, but are functions of other parameters.
−3σ

Gaussian Random Variable
Time when rapid decay phase begins
Rapid decay rate
Initial circulation after wake rollup
Vortex core size relative to vortex size
Wavenumber of period disturbance
Initial vortex position perturbation (4)
Turbulence longitudinal integral scale
Vortex position (2)
Tracking error (4)

4.3

+3σ

f (∗ , N ∗ (weakly))
f (N ∗ )
90%Γ0
110%Γ0
3%
6%
0.6
1
randomly generated perturbations
1b0
8b0
f (∗ , ∆x)
-9ft
+9ft

Formation Comparisons

Comparisons are made between a 2-aircraft formation and the three types of 3-aircraft
formations. First, the effect of turbulence on induced drag savings is examined,
with the streamwise spacing between aircraft fixed at 20 spans. At these separation
distances the effect of stratification is negligible, since stratification mainly affects the
rapid decay rate of the vortices. Figure 4.2 shows the induced drag of the formations
as a function of normalized eddy dissipation rate. Labeled on the x-axis are the regions
which roughly correspond to low and high levels of turbulence. The eddy dissipation
rate is plotted on a log scale to more easily see the rise in drag with turbulence. At
normalized eddy dissipation rates below about 0.05, the induced drag is essentially
unaffected by turbulence level. At higher turbulence levels, the formation induced
drag fraction increases linearly with ∗ (exponential increase on a log-plot). 3-aircraft
formations provide about 13% additional formation induced drag savings on average
as compared to 2-aircraft formations at these separation distances in low to moderatelow turbulence. Subsequent cases shown in this paper use fixed ∗ values of 0.02 and
0.2, which correspond to the low and high end of moderate turbulence values. The
latter value is not used to suggest that extended formation flight is practical at those
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higher turbulence levels, but is intended to demonstrate the effect of turbulence on
performance. As discussed in section 3.3, low turbulence levels are by far the most

formation induced drag fraction

prevalant at cruise altitudes.
0.8
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Figure 4.2: Mean formation induced drag fraction as a function of turbulence level
with 20 spans streamwise spacing.
The turbulence and stratification level is then fixed and streamwise separation
between the aircraft is varied. Four combinations of turbulence and stratification
level are analyzed. The mean performance from Monte Carlo simulations is shown in
Figure 4.3. As seen, the level of turbulence can play a significant role in performance.
This is particularly pronounced at larger streamwise separation distances because
of the effect of turbulent motion on the vortex position. Stratification has more
of an effect on the 3-aircraft formations because the separation distance from the
lead aircraft to the trailing aircraft is twice as long as the corresponding 2-aircraft
formation. However, as seen from the figures, the effect is still relatively minor.
Of the 3-aircraft formations, the inverted-V formation seems to consistently perform a few percent worse than the others. The reason for this is, as discussed in
section 2.5, almost all the drag savings are realized only by the trailing aircraft,
whereas in the other two 3-aircraft formations the drag savings are more evenly distributed between the second and third aircraft. In a stochastic environment this
makes the inverted-V formation more sensitive to variation. However this analysis
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Figure 4.3: Mean formation induced drag fraction as a function of streamwise separation distance.
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only examines the induced component of drag, and unlike the other arrangements the
inverted-V formation has a nearly symmetric lift distribution on the trailing aircraft.
As discussed in section 2.5 this symmetry can be beneficial in terms of viscous trim
drag, formation static stability, and aeroelastic effects associated with control surface
deflection at high speed.
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Figure 4.4: 90% confidence intervals of formation induced drag fraction for the different formation arrangements (∗ = 0.02).
The echelon formation is seen to deviate from the performance of the other 3aircraft formations at large separation distances. This is shown more explicitly in
Figure 4.4 which shows the corresponding 90% confidence intervals for the  = 0.02
cases. The  = 0.2 cases are not shown here because the 3-aircraft formations are all
very similar, and another comparison is shown later.
The large variation in the performance of the echelon formation can be explained
by the path of the vortex propagation. In a V or echelon formation, two of the vortices
are in close proximity. This causes that pair of vortices to both propagate and decay
at an accelerated rate. Because the strength of the vortex from the second aircraft is
stronger than that of the lead aircraft (for identical aircraft, especially at larger separation distances), that inner vortex pair tends to move away from the lead aircraft’s
wake (see for example Figure 4.1). In a V formation this means that this pair of vortices moves away from the trailing aircraft, but in an echelon formation the trailing
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aircraft may be flying near the path of these vortices. Depending on the the position of the aircraft and the vortices, this can either increase or decrease the induced
drag savings experienced by the trailing aircraft. Because this relative positioning is
sensitive to many factors, the echelon formation exhibits a larger uncertainty in drag.
Regardless of whether or not this phenomena is used to increase or decrease drag,
if the trailing aircraft flies through the interacting vortices it can have a negative
impact on ride quality. This is due to the acceleration of the growth rate of the
perturbation amplitudes of the pair of vortices in close proximity. Thus, although
optimization methods could find “optimal” formations that exploit this phenomena,
this may come with an unacceptable degradation in ride quality. It should be kept in
mind that the uncertainty range predicted for these unique cases (echelon formation
with large separation distance and conditions such that inner vortex pair moves near
trailing aircraft) is only approximate, as the linear stability method represents only
a simplified view of the vortex decay for closely interacting vortices. In any case,
streamwise separation distances large enough for this inner vortex pair interference to
occur, are likely undesirable for extended formation flight. Thus, Figure 4.4 suggests
that 40 wingspans represents a rough upper limit on desirable streamwise separation
distances for the echelon and V formations (V formation for cases of non-identical
aircraft where the inner vortex pair may propagate in the other direction).
Figure 4.5 shows 90% confidence intervals of the aggregate of the previous data
separated by turbulence level. The results from the echelon formation at large separation distances are excluded from the results because of the simplicity of the model for
vortices with close interaction as discussed previously. For separation distances less
than about 30 spans, all of the 3-aircraft formations achieve essentially the same performance. In the low-moderate turbulence case with 20 spans streamwise separation,
a 2-aircraft formation saves between 26-31% in induced drag, while a 3-aircraft formations saves between 38-45% in induced drag (90% confidence intervals). These lower
turbulent levels are more representative of conditions that formation flight would be
employed in.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between 2 and 3-aircraft formations. 90% confidence interval
for all stratification levels and formation configurations previously examined.

4.4

Contributions to Variance in Drag Savings

To understand which factors contribute the most to the variation in performance,
Monte Carlo simulations are re-run varying one parameter at a time while holding all
the others fixed at their mean values. Of course different combinations of parameters
can have important effects, but this method still yields important insight into what
the dominant sources of uncertainty are. Results for the 2-aircraft formation are
shown first. The breakdown of the relative contribution of each parameter to the
total variance (σ 2 ) is shown for ∗ = 0.02 and ∗ = 0.2 in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b
respectively. Other parameters not labeled are negligible, or do not contribute to the
variation in a 2-aircraft formation because of the smaller separation distances (rapid
decay and vortex instability parameters).
Tracking error is the dominant source of error for low to moderate-low levels of
turbulence and streamwise spacings less than about 75 spans. The trailing wakes are
assumed to be rigid, and tracking error here only refers to the positioning limitations
of the control system based on data from the NASA flight tests, as discussed previously. Variation due to inital circulation after rollup is also seen to be significant.
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Figure 4.6: The relative contributions of total variation (σ 2 ) in formation induced
drag for a 2-aircraft formation. Note that “gusts” refers to the turbulence-induced
motion of the vortices.
However, the variation in circulation used is rather large for this low turbulence scenario. In any case, variance in initial circulation would on average have no effect on
the formation induced drag since perturbations can either increase or decrease the
drag savings and do so relatively symmetrically. In contrast, variation in tracking position in any direction results in increased drag (assuming that the aircraft would be
positioned optimally if no error existed). For higher turbulence levels, the variation
due to turbulence-induced motion is dominant.
Advances in precision navigation and remote sensing technology may be used to
help decrease relative positioning error. Still, formation flight is more practical where
turbulent-induced motion does not play a significant role. This corresponds to low
to moderate-low turbulence with streamwise separation distances less than about 75
spans for a 2-aircraft formation.
The contributions to total variance are also shown for an inverted-V formation.
Turbulence levels of ∗ = 0.02 and ∗ = 0.2 are shown in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b
respectively. The total variance is of course larger for these cases compared to the
2-aircraft formation, but the relative contributions to the variance are fairly similar.
Turbulence-induced motion, however, starts to contribute greater variance at smaller
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Figure 4.7: The relative contributions of total variation in formation induced drag
for an inverted-V formation. The labels #2 and #3 refers to the tracking error for
the second and third aircraft of the formation respectively. Note that “gusts” refers
to the turbulence-induced motion of the vortices.
streamwise separations. Thus, 3-aircraft formations are likely only practical in low to
moderate-low turbulent settings with streamwise separation distances less than about
40 spans. For the moderate-high turbulence case, we see that the total variance begins
to taper off after about 75 spans. The reason for this is that the rapid decay phase
begins around that distance, and thus the upstream wakes start to have less of an
effect on the trailing aircraft.

4.5

Conclusions and Future Work

Extended formation flight shows promise for offering significant reductions in induced
drag in a realistic environment. The main conclusions of the chapter are:
• For streamwise separation distances less than about 30 spans in low to moderately low turbulence levels, a 2-aircraft formation achieves a maximum reduction
in induced drag of approximately 30 ± 3%, while a 3-aircraft formation achieves
a maximum reduction of 40±6% (95% confidence intervals). At these distances,
the different configurations of 3-aircraft formations achieve essentially the same
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aerodynamic performance.
• The induced drag savings of an inverted-V formation is more sensitive to variation in relative aircraft-wake positioning, but may be more advantageous due
to its more symmetric loading on the trailing aircraft.
• Tracking error is the largest source of variation in induced drag savings. Technology in precision navigation and remote sensing may be useful to help minimize this variation.
• Extended formation flight is only practical in low to moderately low turbulence
levels (the conditions which are most prevalent at cruise altitudes), and for
streamwise spacings less than about 40 to 50 wingspans. At larger separation
distances, turbulence-induced motion, and in same cases interference from the
inner-vortex pair, begins to play a dominant role in the variation in performance.
While the uncertainty framework discussed in this chapter includes most of the
dominant effects of wake development, practical implementation of a predictive model
would need to include a few more considerations. One effect is vortex motion due to
wind. This is fairly straightforward if the wind field is known, as the vortices simply
convect with the local winds. The uncertainty associated with the measurements of
the wind field can be used to help predict uncertainty bounds on the location of the
vortices. In the analyses discussed in this chapter the wind speeds are assumed to be
zero (or nonzero but known precisely). However, use in a predictive scenario would
likely require sensor measurements of the wind field and its associated uncertainty in
order to better predict the location of the wake vortices.
A second related consideration is wind shear and the gradient of the wind shear
(in particular the vertical gradient of the crosswind shear [60]). Wind shear and its
gradient can cause a variety of effects such as rebounding of the vortices, vortex tilting
leading to a change in the lateral separation of the vortices, and/or increased decay
rate for the vortex with opposite signed vorticity to the shear layer [61, 62]. The
interactions between a shear layer and the wake vortices are complex and depend
on many parameters. Holzäpfel has added more recent extensions to his model to
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approximately account for some of the shear effects in a probabilistic manner [49].
These effects could be incorporated in future formation flight analyses, however, extended formation flight is not likely to be employed at large enough distances where
these considerations become important anyway.
Improving the wake decay model is another opportunity for refinement. Extensive
work has been done on predicting viscous decay of aircraft wakes. However, most of
this work is focused on predicting wake behavior at low altitudes, with the objective
of decreasing the required separation times for landing at airports. Using these same
decay models in this application is typically conservative. However, further data
and analysis in predicting the decay of cruise wakes can improve the estimated drag
savings reported in this analysis.
The results of this chapter use only simple estimates of tracking and sensing error.
Tracking error is based on the NASA formation flight tests [59], and it is assumed that
the aircraft are able to track within ±9 ft (± three standard deviations). However, it
is not necessarily expected that F/A-18s should have similar tracking behavior to a
large commercial transport. Future analyses may consider scaling the tracking error
with wingspan, or using other sources of tracking data from representative aircraft of
interest.
A final consideration relating to estimating tracking error, is estimating the uncertainty in sensor measurements used for tracking the wake. This analysis makes
no assumption on what type of sensors are used, but does assume that the location
of the wake is known precisely. As work continues on sensor/control strategies for
extended formation flight, estimates of sensing uncertainties should be incorporated
into this analysis. The inclusion of these additional effects, and improvements to the
wake model, can be used in the existing framework to refine the estimates for the
confidence intervals of induced drag savings.

Chapter 5
Compressibility Effects
The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.
– Richard Hamming
We have seen that extended formation flight allows the aircraft to fly at safer
separation distances while still retaining much of the benefits of close formation flight.
However, for aircraft that fly at transonic speeds, some of the drag savings may
be negated or unrealizable due to compressibility effects. The upwash from a lead
aircraft’s wake can cause a fairly high spanwise variation in induced angle of attack on
the following aircraft (as high as approximately 6 degrees near the vortex core relative
to far from the core). Transonic sections can have poor off-design performance at
their design cruise speeds, and the modified load distribution may lead to shocks,
flow separation, increased drag, and buffet.
There are several ways to reduce the compressibility penalties due to formation
flying including alleviating the spanwise loading, redesigning the wing, flying further
from the center of the vortex, and slowing down. In order to trim the aircraft in roll,
some load redistribution is necessary. However, the level of load tailoring achievable
may not be sufficient to prevent increases in compressibility drag. Redesigning the
wing to account for multiple design conditions may be beneficial, but presents its own
challenges and would not help existing aircraft. Flying further from the center of the
vortex will reduce the variation in induced angle of attack, but will also reduce the
54
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induced drag savings. Slowing down presents the most obvious solution, but longer
flight times can negatively impact the economics of the aircraft’s mission.
This chapter analyzes the inviscid aerodynamic performance of extended formations flying at transonic speeds. These studies can provide guidance for subsequent
viscous solutions, studies using more detailed configurations, and experimental work.
For simplicity, results focus on a two-aircraft formation of identical aircraft. Geometry
changes are not considered in the scope of this study.
This chapter is divided into three main sections. First, an overview of the methodology is given. Second, a comparison between two different wake development methods is presented. Finally, inviscid performance for a 2-aircraft formation with variation in Mach number, lateral position, and lift coefficient is evaluated.

5.1

Methods

The large streamwise separation distances involved in extended formation flight make
high-fidelity simulations of the formation in a single domain impractical, or at least
computationally-intensive. Fortunately, because of the large distances, the trailing
aircraft has negligible influence on the lead aircraft. (This is true for separation distances larger than about three wingspans as discussed in section 2.2). This allows the
problem to be decomposed into three separable phases which are solved sequentially:
lead aircraft, wake propagation, and trailing aircraft. We explore two such approaches
for computing the aerodynamic forces of a formation of aircraft as diagramed in Figure
5.1. The first approach starts with the lead aircraft evaluated in its own domain. The
vorticity field on a plane one span behind the lead aircraft is extracted, and used to
initialize a 2D Navier-Stokes solver. As discussed previously, past studies have shown
that the wake development phase is very nearly two-dimensional for the distances of
interest in this application [27]. This solution is then propagated forward in time
to a fixed distance in front of the trailing aircraft (five wingspans for these studies).
This distance is still far enough away that the influence of the trailing aircraft can be
assumed to be negligible. In the final phase, the propagated velocity field is imposed
as an upstream boundary condition on a domain containing the trailing aircraft.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of two different methods for resolving the aerodynamic forces for
a formation of aircraft. The first approach solves Euler equations in the lead aircraft
domain, and extracts the vorticity in a plane behind the aircraft (A1). Vorticity field
is then evolved with a 2D Navier-Stokes solver (B1). Finally, the resulting velocity
field is imposed as a boundary condition on a domain containing the trailing aircraft
(C). The second approach solves Euler equations in lead aircraft domain and extracts
the lift distribution (A2). A far-field conservation of vorticity method combined with
empirical data is then used to “rollup” the wake (B2). The names of the various
solvers, and some representative run-times are given for each stage (approximate
timing for 1.6 GHz Itanium 2 processors).
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The second approach starts similarly with the lead aircraft in its own domain.
However, instead of extracting vorticity, the lift distribution of the aircraft is resolved.
This lift distribution is then “rolled-up” using the fast Augmented Betz methodology
discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, the velocity field from the vortices is imposed as a
boundary condition on the domain containing the trailing aircraft. More details on
each phase of the methodology are discussed below.

5.1.1

Phase A1: Vorticity Behind Lead Aircraft

The objective of this analysis is to obtain the vorticity field on a plane one span behind the aircraft, orthogonal to the freestream direction. An Euler solution is desired
for this analysis over lower-fidelity methods, so that the effects of a three-dimensional
geometry on the vorticity distribution, as well as compressibility effects on the spanwise loading can be captured. A Navier-Stokes solution is deemed unnecessary, as
the early rollup behind an aircraft is essentially an inviscid process [26].
The solver used in this analysis is NASA’s AERO package, a Cartesian mesh
Euler solver with adjoint driven mesh adaptation [63–65]. The mesh is adaptively
constructed by refining cells that contribute most to discretization errors in userselected functionals. The functional used in all results unless stated otherwise is
CL2 /(π

AC

Dinviscid ).

This functional is similar to span efficiency, but uses the inviscid

drag rather than the induced drag. Convergence in this functional allows for tight
convergence in lift and drag simultaneously. This solver is especially advantageous
for extended formation flight analyses, as the wake must be propagated significant
distances downstream, and the mesh adaptation strategy allows this to be done efficiently.
The solution is performed in a frame which aligns the freestream velocity vector
with the streamwise coordinate of the Cartesian mesh, and the geometry is rotated to
obtain the desired angle of attack. This is done so that vorticity can be extracted in a
plane normal to the freestream direction. In order to obtain the vorticity distribution
downstream of the aircraft, a second functional is added to drive the mesh adaptation.
This functional is a “line sensor” which minimizes the error in computed pressure
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along a prescribed line. The line sensor is placed in a plane one span behind the
aircraft essentially along the trace of the wing but descended by about 1% in span
(this is the approximate descent distance of the wake one span behind an aircraft).
Only a general placement of the sensor is needed, as the mesh adaptation will refine
around the vortex as necessary in order to minimize error in pressure. An example
of the mesh refinement in a plane one span behind a wing/body/nacelle geometry is
shown in Figure 5.2 (with an inset view of the geometry).

Figure 5.2: Contours of the component of vorticity in the freestream direction on
a plane one span behind a wing/body/nacelle geometry (units of s−1 ). Mesh is
automatically refined to capture the wake.

The domain boundaries are approximately 15 span lengths away from the aircraft
in each direction, and a symmetry plane is used. As the velocities vary linearly across
each cell volume, analytic gradients are used to compute a constant vorticity for each
cell. The out-of-plane component of vorticity on the plane is then extracted for the
next phase.
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Phase B1: Navier-Stokes Propagation of Wake Downstream

As the wake is propagated downstream to distances of five to fifty spans, viscous effects
can become important. However, as mentioned, the wake development process is still
highly two-dimensional at these time scales allowing the use of a two-dimensional
solver to a good approximation. The three-dimensional nature of the wake, as well as
the effects of turbulence, would be important to consider if larger aircraft separation
distances were desired, or if larger formations were examined where the wakes form
different aircraft interact strongly.
The solver used for this analysis is VTEXE, a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
code developed by Steve Rennich at Stanford University, that solves the incompressible vorticity equation
∂ω
+ ∇ × (ω × V) = ν∇2 ω
∂t
using a psuedospectral approach. Boundary conditions are handled using the approach of Rennich and Lele [66]. The method allows for vorticity that is spatially
compact in two unbounded directions and is periodic in the third direction.
These solutions use only one cell volume in the third direction, making it a 2D
Navier-Stokes solver. The domain size is 1.6 span lengths in both directions, with
a 512x512 uniform mesh. The domain is required to be square in this solver, and
the size of 1.6 spans was chosen as the minimum size (with some padding) in which
vorticity goes to zero at the bounds. Grid resolution studies were run on 128x128,
256x256, 512x512, and 1024x1024 meshes, and the 512x512 was found to be an appropriate choice for the domain size. A Reynolds number based on circulation of 10
million is used (a typical value for large transports in cruise). After propagation, the
downstream vorticity and velocity field is obtained for use in simulation of the trailing
aircraft.
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Phase A2: Lift Distribution of Lead Wing

The second approach uses the wake development method discussed in Chapter 3,
which only requires the lift distribution of the aircraft as input. The lift distribution
could certainly be estimated by a panel method or even be prescribed, but an Euler
analysis provides a more accurate lift distribution and captures compressibility effects
on the spanwise loading. This phase involves only a straightforward flow solution for
a single aircraft using the AERO package.

5.1.4

Phase B2: Augmented Betz Wake Development

In Chapter 3 the simplified wake development methodology was introduced. This
method has the advantage that it is very fast to evaluate, but it does not have
the same fidelity as the Navier-Stokes solver. The functional form for the radial
velocity is seen in Figure 5.3. It includes a linear solid-body rotation section, a
quadratic section containing the peak velocity at the core, a section defined by the
Betz methodology [32] which is defined piecewise linearly with logarithmic spacing
to better define the rapid velocity drop near the core, and the far field solution for a
vortex of given circulation strength. The velocity at any point in the domain is then
given by the superposition of the velocities from all vortices defined on the boundary.
This approach loses some accuracy as the real vorticity distribution is not perfectly
radially symmetric, nor does it follow this functional form exactly in a given direction.
However, we do not need a perfectly accurate velocity field everywhere in the domain
as long as it is accurate in the region where the trailing aircraft is flying. The impact
of using this vortex model as opposed to the Navier-Stokes propagation method will
be examined in more detail in section 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Functional form for the radial velocity from a vortex. There are four
sections, a linear section, a quadratic section, a section defined by the Betz method,
and a far-field vortex section.

5.1.5

Phase C: Forces and Moments of Trailing Aircraft

However it is generated, the velocity distribution from the lead aircraft’s wake is
now imposed as an upstream boundary condition for a second domain containing
the trailing aircraft. It is desirable to keep the upstream boundary close to the
trailing aircraft in order to reduce computational costs, but still far enough away
that the trailing aircraft has had negligible impact on the wake development, and
that boundary effects are minimal. A boundary placement study concluded that a
domain size of five spans in all directions was sufficient. Each cell volume is stretched
streamwise with an aspect ratio of about 1.7. This is done in order to reduce the
number of cells needed to bring in the influence of the wake from the boundary.
Convergence studies found this to be a good balance between the need for higher
spanwise resolution in the wake region, versus higher streamwise resolution near the
body (both areas need high vertical resolution). An example of the evolution of the
mesh for the trailing aircraft can be seen in Figure 5.4, which shows a cut of the
mesh in a plane just above the aircraft. In addition to the body refinement, the
mesh is refined along the path of wake development bringing its influence in from the
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(b) final mesh

Figure 5.4: Cut plane passing near wingtip, with view looking upward toward the
bottom of the aircraft. Cells are colored by the local pressure. Evolution of mesh is
shown, with final mesh showing refinement of vortex path from upstream boundary.
upstream boundary.
All cases for the trailing aircraft are run adaptively up to approximately 25-30
million cells. This is a reasonable size given the number of cases and amount of
resources available. However, at these cell counts, not all cases reach complete convergence. Richardson extrapolation is used to estimate the functional based on the
results of the last three intermediate solutions from the mesh adaptation strategy. In
the asymptotic convergence regime the functional can be related to the cell size as
follows
∗

f =f +m



1

p

1/3

Nc

where p, the order of convergence, has been shown to be 2 for this code [63, 65].
This approach has been shown to work well with the AERO package in previous
studies [67]. A typical convergence plot and extrapolated line is shown in Figure 5.5.
In many cases a target lift coefficient or position of the vortex is sought. For the
lead aircraft this is straightforward, as the AERO package can periodically adjust
the freestream angle of attack in order to obtain a desired lift coefficient. However
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Figure 5.5: A typical convergence plot for a transonic wing/body in-formation. This
particular case was run out to 44M cells, though most results are terminated at 25M
cells with continuum values estimated from Richardson extrapolation.
this method cannot be used for the trailing aircraft domain, as the freestream angle
of attack must remain at zero in order for the wake to propagate in the freestream
direction. This requires that the geometry be rotated instead to achieve the desired
lift coefficient. However, the proper angle of attack to achieve a given lift coefficient
in-formation is not known a priori. In order to avoid extra CFD iterations, a vortex
lattice method integrated with the wake model as discussed in section 3.5 is used to
aid in the estimation of the proper angle of attack. While this low-fidelity method
does not provide an accurate direct estimate of the appropriate angle of attack, it
does provide a good estimate for the relative change in angle of attack required by
moving in and out of formation. Since the out-of-formation angle of attack is already
solved for in the lead aircraft domain, a good estimate for the angle of attack required
for the trailing aircraft can be obtained. For all results presented here, this method
was sufficiently accurate to reach the desired lift coefficient within 1-2% without the
need to re-run the Euler solver a second time.
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Similarly, for vortex positioning studies, an estimate is needed of the vortex descent distance from the boundary of the domain to the plane of the wing. The same
low-fidelity method was used to estimate relative descent distances, and was also
found to be accurate within 1% without iteration. A typical example, showing the
location of the vortex relative to the wingtip, is shown in Figure 5.6. This case targeted positioning the wingtip at the center of the vortex, and the actual position is
very close to the estimated position. The figure shows contours of the component of
vorticity in the freestream direction. Using a metric of total pressure loss yields a
similar estimate for the location of the vortex center.

Figure 5.6: Contours of the component of vorticity in the freestream direction are
shown on a cut through the wing for a transonic wing/body (units of s−1 ). A few
confined streamlines near the wingtip are also shown.

5.2

Wake Development Method

This section explores the two presented methods for estimating wake velocities at
a downstream location in more detail. The two methods are compared on three
different geometries: a low speed wing, a transonic wing/body, and a transonic
wing/body/nacelle.

5.2.1

Comparison Between the Two Different Approaches

The first geometry is a simple untwisted aspect ratio 8 wing with NACA 0012 sections
(Figure 5.7(a)). The wing is flown at Mach 0.5 with a lift coefficient of 0.55. Figure
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5.7(b) shows the vorticity distribution extracted from the Euler solution one span
downstream of the wing, and the propagated Navier-Stokes solution twenty spans
downstream of the wing. This is a symmetric solution with only the vorticity behind
the right semispan shown. The vorticity has rolled up into a tighter spiral and has
descended under the influence of the other vortex.
The vertical velocity along a cut across the center of the vortex is shown as a function of spanwise distance in Figure 5.7(c). This velocity profile is compared to the
results of the Augmented Betz method. The figure also shows how the two different
methods compare in terms of drag reduction on a trailing aircraft in-formation. For
the comparative purposes of this analysis, drag is evaluated using the faster incompressible analysis only. Results have been run out to 50 spans, but only the 20 span
distance is shown, as differences from 5-50 spans are relatively minor for both sets of
analyses.
The same set of analyses are shown for a transonic wing/body geometry (Figure 5.8), and for a transonic wing/body/nacelle geometry (Figure 5.9). The two
approaches show generally good agreement (particularly outboard of the vortex), although the Augmented Betz method tends to under-predict drag savings. This is
not too surprising, as the parameters used were intentionally chosen to be conservative in Chapter 3. The chosen core size was at the higher end of the experimental
data [40]. Additionally, the decay model used [51] includes a reduction in circulation
even at time zero. If a core size near the average of the experimental data is used,
and the viscous decay parameter is instead defined relative to its initial value, then
the Augmented Betz results become almost indistinguishable from the CFD results
for the first two geometries. Although arguably better accuracy may be obtained by
adjusting these viscous decay parameters, they were not modified in these results in
order to allow for a more direct comparison to our previous incompressible results.
The final geometry (wing/body/nacelle) differs in that the conservative parameters for Augmented Betz show better agreement with the CFD results. This is due to
the secondary vortex generated behind that aircraft with a nacelle and pylon. Betz
method assumes that all of the vorticity rolls-up into a single vortex and thus overpredicts the vortex strength for cases with multiple shed vortices. The conservative
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(a) Low speed wing geometry
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(b) Normalized x-component of vorticity 1 and 20 spans downstream (only right
semi-span shown, Navier-Stokes propagation for second condition)
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(c) Difference between high and low fidelity methods (20 spans downstream). Left
figure shows the wake upwash as a function of spanwise position along a cut through
the center of the vortex. Right figure shows the difference in the estimated induced
drag fraction for a trailing aircraft.

Figure 5.7: Wake development behind a low speed wing (M∞ = 0.5, CL = 0.55).
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(a) Transonic wing/body geometry
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(b) Normalized x-component of vorticity 1 and 20 spans downstream (only right
semi-span shown, Navier-Stokes propagation for second condition)
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(c) Difference between high and low fidelity methods (20 spans downstream).
Left figure shows the wake upwash as a function of spanwise position along a
cut through the center of the vortex. Right figure shows the difference in the
estimated induced drag fraction for a trailing aircraft.

Figure 5.8: Wake development behind a transonic wing/body (M∞ = 0.83, CL = 0.5).
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(c) Difference between high and low fidelity methods (20 spans downstream).
Left figure shows the wake upwash as a function of spanwise position along a
cut through the center of the vortex. Right figure shows the difference in the
estimated induced drag fraction for a trailing aircraft.

Figure 5.9: Wake development behind a transonic wing/body/nacelle (M∞ = 0.785,
CL = 0.52).
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viscous parameters used (core size and decay rate) compensate for the over-prediction
of circulation for this case. As mentioned, Extended Betz methods have been developed to try to predict cases with multiple vortices [34, 37], however they rely mainly
on heuristics and were not explored here.
For all formation results discussed subsequently in this chapter the second approach (the AERO package lift dist + Augmented Betz) will be used. This method
certainly provides a speed advantage over the Euler/Navier-Stokes method, however
that was not the only reason for its use. The other significant advantage is that the
Augmented Betz vortex model is piecewise analytic, and can easily be evaluated at
any level of grid fineness with minimal storage requirements. The difference in predicted drag savings between the two models differs only by a few percent. Negative
ytip values, corresponding to an overlap of the wingtip with the vortex, are of little
practical interest for formation flight as discussed in section 2.3. For positive ytip
spacings, the agreement between the two methods is even better (within about 1%
for the configurations examined). Thus, the more computationally-expensive simulations were deemed unnecessary for this analysis. For more detailed configurations,
particularly those with deflected controls surfaces, and for larger formations where
multiple wake interaction exists, the Navier-Stokes simulations may be necessary.

5.3

2-Aircraft Formations

The methodology of the second approach is applied to formations of two identical
transport aircraft separated streamwise by 20 wingspans. Variations in cruise Mach
number, lateral positioning, and lift coefficient are examined.

5.3.1

Geometries

Two geometries are examined in this study. Both are transonic wing-body configurations whose airfoils use supercritical sections with blunt trailing edges. The
first is based on the DLR-F4 geometry used in the 1st AIAA CFD Drag Prediction
Workshop [68]. Inviscid solutions of that geometry have been shown to significantly
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over-predict lift, resulting in a negative angle of attack for the aircraft at the design
lift coefficient of 0.5 [69]. In order to give a more realistic carry-through of lift across
the fuselage, the wing was re-mounted on this geometry at a 4.5◦ lower incidence
angle so that the entire aircraft can fly at 2◦ incidence at the design conditions. In
addition, the aft end of the fuselage was extended to a point in order to avoid issues
with properly converging the base drag of the fuselage. This increased the fineness ratio of the fuselage by about 5.6%. Finally, the surface mesh density was considerably
refined to allow for higher quality volume meshes. The CST geometry representation
developed by Kulfan [70] was used to fit each airfoil section, so that a higher number
of points could be added to each section. Similarly, Akima splines were fit along the
fuselage profile in order to increase the fineness of the fuselage’s surface mesh.
The second geometry is the wing and body components of the Common Research
Model used in the 4th AIAA CFD Drag Prediction Workshop [71]. This geometry is
used without modification, other than increasing the density of the triangulation in
the same manner as described previously. Both geometries use about 700k triangles.
A summary of the design conditions for the two geometries is seen in Table 5.1,
and isometric views of the aircraft are seen in Figure 5.10. All force coefficients are
based on the same reference areas used in the above mentioned references namely,
Sref = 0.1454 m2 for Transport 1 and Sref = 4, 130 f t2 for Transport 2.
Table 5.1: Design Conditions of the Two Representative Geometries.

Transport 1
Transport 2

A

CL
M∞
ΛQC
0.5 ∼ 0.75 9.4 25◦
0.5 ∼ 0.85 9.0 35◦

λ
0.3
0.275

No control surfaces are present on these geometries, so all results are for untrimmed
configurations. Control surface deflection would add some trim drag, but trimming
in roll would also provide some beneficial load alleviation on the more highly loaded
sections close to the vortex. Thus, the formation-induced compressibility penalties
may be somewhat over-predicted in this analysis.
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(b) Transport 2

Figure 5.10: Two transonic transport aircraft geometries. Both are wing/body configurations with supercritical sections.

5.3.2

Variation in Mach Number

First, an estimate for the out-of-formation cruise speed for each aircraft is needed.
The drag divergence Mach number can be estimated by examining the variation in
the aircraft’s lift-to-drag ratio as a function of Mach number. Since the minimum
cost speed for commercial aircraft tends to be somewhat faster than the maximum
range speed, the cruise speed is usually faster than the speed that maximizes the
lift-to-drag ratio. A simple method to estimate the drag divergence Mach number
is the Mach number at which the lift-to-drag ratio drops by about a couple percent
from its maximum.
Since the AERO package only computes the inviscid component of drag, an estimate of the viscous component is needed. This is done simply by assuming that
near the cruise speed, parasite drag accounts for 55% of the total drag. This is a
fairly typical value for transport aircraft in cruise [22]. A small variation in parasite
drag with Mach number is also included based on the decrease in turbulence skin
friction coefficient at higher Mach numbers.1 This simple method is sufficient for
our purposes because, while the magnitude of the lift-to-drag ratio is sensitive to
the particular choice of parameters, the general variation in performance with Mach
number is insensitive across a range of reasonable parameters. The lift-to-drag ratio
for the two transports is shown in Figure 5.11. Since cruise speeds are typically close
1

http://adg.stanford.edu/aa241/drag/skinfriction.html, accessed June 13, 2011
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Figure 5.11: Aircraft lift-to-drag ratio as a function of freestream Mach number (outof-formation).
to the drag divergence speed, in the following results it is assumed that Transport 1
has a cruise speed of about M∞ = 0.76, and Transport 2 has a cruise speed of about
M∞ = 0.83.
Predicting the optimal in-formation Mach number is not as straightforward. The
inviscid drag for both the lead and trailing aircraft in a 2-aircraft extended formation
is shown in Figure 5.12 for the two different transports. All cases are run at a
constant lift coefficient of 0.5 for both lead and follower aircraft. Only the inviscid
drag is plotted because at constant dynamic pressure, the variation in viscous drag at
the different Mach numbers is minimal. While both aircraft see a similar trend with
increased drag at higher Mach numbers, the drag rise is slightly more pronounced for
the trailing aircraft. Still, the dominant effect of large reductions in induced drag due
to wake upwash is preserved.
Because the trends in the drag rise curves are similar, one might suggest that
the optimal in-formation cruise speed should be essentially the same as the out-offormation cruise speed. However, because the calculations are inviscid, a closer examination of the pressure distribution on the wing is needed. While for some conditions
formation-induced shocks may not be large enough to manifest as large increases in
compressibility drag, they can still be strong enough to separate the flow on the wing,
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Figure 5.12: Inviscid drag coefficients for lead and trailing aircraft are shown separately as a function of Mach number for a 2-aircraft homogeneous formation. Lift
coefficient is held constant at CL = 0.5. For all in-formation cases the trailing aircraft’s wing tip is positioned at the center of the incoming vortex.
and make the aircraft un-flyable due to buffet. As a simple measure of shock strength,
the maximum Mach number on the aft half of the local wing section is shown as a
function of spanwise position in Figure 5.13 (Transport 2). The variation is shown
for three different Mach numbers. Only the half of the wing nearest the incoming
vortex is shown, as the other half of the wing is essentially unaffected by the vortex
upwash. For reference, the out-of-formation cruise condition is also shown. For this
analysis, any shocks stronger than the reference condition are deemed unacceptable.
At the out-of-formation cruise speed, the trailing aircraft in-formation experiences
significantly stronger shocks near the incoming vortex. The figure suggests that slowing down approximately 1.5% below the nominal drag divergence Mach number may
be sufficient to alleviate the formation-induced compressibility penalties, though an
examination of the pressure distributions suggests up to a 2.5% reduction in Mach
number may be necessary.
While this simple measure of shock strength provides some insight, the pressure
distribution across the wing is examined in more detail at the conditions of interest.
The Cp distribution on the upper surface of the wing for the half of the wing nearest

max Mach number (aft half of section)
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Figure 5.13: Maximum Mach number on the aft half of the local section as a function of spanwise position for Transport 2 (only half of wing nearest incoming vortex
shown). In-formation cases are shown for three different Mach numbers, and the
out-of-formation case is shown at the cruise condition.

the vortex is shown in Figure 5.14 for Transport 1 and Figure 5.15 for Transport
2. The wing is shown at the cruise Mach number out-of-formation, the cruise Mach
number in-formation, and at a reduced Mach number in-formation. Cp cuts are also
shown at a few stations along the wing. The reduced Mach number in the figures is
approximately 2.5% below the out-of-formation drag-divergence Mach number.
The results suggest that by slowing down about 2-3% below the nominal drag
divergence Mach number, the compressibility penalties of flying in-formation can be
essentially eliminated. Shock strength is reduced to or below that of the wing at
its out-for-formation cruise condition. The main difference in the formation cases is
the stronger nose suction peak. This is generally acceptable, as the adverse pressure
gradient on the back side of the peak should be tolerable near the nose of the airfoil
where the boundary layer is still strong.
If the formation flies at a slower cruise speed, then the formation would also need to
fly at a lower altitude or at a higher lift coefficient than the out-of-formation conditions
(or some combination of both). A 2.5% reduction in Mach number corresponds
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Figure 5.14: Cp contours on upper surface of wing of Transport 1 at three conditions: out-of-formation at the cruise speed, in-formation at the cruise speed, and
in-formation at a lower Mach number. The half of the wing nearest to the incoming
vortex is shown. The Cp distribution is also shown along select cuts through the wing.
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Figure 5.15: Cp contours on upper surface of wing of Transport 2 at three conditions: out-of-formation at the cruise speed, in-formation at the cruise speed, and
in-formation at a lower Mach number. The half of the wing nearest to the incoming
vortex is shown. The Cp distribution is also shown along select cuts through the wing.
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roughly to a 1,000 ft drop in cruise altitude at fixed lift coefficient, or a 5% increase
in lift coefficient at fixed altitude. A higher lift coefficient may be desirable, as
incompressible analyses suggest that the optimal lift coefficient in-formation is higher
than the out-of-formation optimum [9]. However, this does not necessarily hold at
transonic speeds and is explored further in section 5.3.4.
Finally, the Euler results are compared to the faster incompressible methodology
described in Chapter 3 (Figure 5.16). The geometry used in the vortex-lattice model
is re-twisted so that the out-of-formation lift distribution is reasonably well-matched
at the cruise condition. The figure shows the formation drag fraction, with viscous
drag estimated as described previously. In plotting the formation drag fraction, it
is assumed that the magnitude of the viscous component of drag does not change
when the aircraft are flown in formation. From the figure we see that the low-fidelity
results agree well with the Euler solutions until compressibility effects start to become
significant.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the formation drag fraction between an Euler solution
and an incompressible aerodynamics analysis with far-field wake models.
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Variation in Lateral Positioning

The motivation for varying the relative positioning is that, while slowing down can
reduce the formation-induced compressibility penalties, there are economic incentives
to fly faster. By flying further from the vortex center, some of the compressibility
penalties may be reduced without having to slow down as much. The following
study examines the effect of varying lateral separation, while keeping vertical position
aligned with the center of the vortex. Vertical separation is expected to have a similar
effect, although the distances would differ as formation drag savings are more sensitive
to vertical separation near the vortex center as seen in section 2.3. The variation
in formation drag fraction with lateral spacing is shown in Figure 5.17 for three
different Mach numbers, beginning with the cruise Mach number. A small reduction
in Mach number below the out-of-formation drag divergence Mach number shows a
small benefit in terms of formation drag reduction, though further decreases make
little difference. The incompressible low-fidelity estimates follow the same trends as
the Euler solutions.
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Figure 5.17: Formation drag fraction as a function of the position of the trailing
aircraft’s wingtip relative to the incoming vortex center. Results are shown for three
different Mach numbers, beginning with the cruise Mach number. Also shown for
comparison is a low-fidelity incompressible estimate.
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The compressibility penalty in-formation is examined using the simple metric of
local Mach number on the aft half of the section in Figure 5.18 (Transport 2). The
shock strength never quite returns to out-formation levels, but becomes comparable
when the trailing aircraft is 0.1 spans or more from the vortex center. However,
at these separation distances the inviscid drag savings of the formation is reduced
by about 10% or more. Most of the reduction in compressibility effects appears to
occur for ytip /b <= 0.05. Larger spacings provide little additional benefit, especially

max Mach number (aft half of section)

considering the large loss in induced drag savings.
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Figure 5.18: Maximum Mach number on aft half of the local section as a function of spanwise position for Transport 2 (only half of wing nearest incoming vortex
shown). In-formation cases are shown for four different lateral spacings, and the
out-of-formation condition is shown for reference.

The pressure contours on the wing are shown for Transport 2 for three cases: flying
out-of-formation, in-formation positioned right next to the vortex, and in-formation
with ytip /b = 0.05 (Figure 5.19). All cases are at the cruise speed. While some
alleviation in shock strength is seen from increasing separation distance from the
vortex, at ytip /b = 0.05 it is not enough without slowing down as well. A 1-2%
reduction in Mach number combined with ytip /b = 0.05 eliminates the formationinduced compressibility penalty for this formation. More details for Transport 1 are
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not shown as the conclusions are similar. Optimal positioning and cruise speed would
need to be evaluated in the context of a specific mission where the relative costs of
fuel consumption and flight time can be assessed.
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Figure 5.19: Cp contours on upper surface of wing of Transport 2 at three conditions
all at the cruise speed: out-of-formation, in-formation with wingtip aligned with
vortex center, and in-formation with ytip /b = 0.05. The half of the wing nearest to
the incoming vortex is shown.
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Variation in Lift Coefficient

Incompressible analyses suggest that the optimal formation lift coefficient is significantly higher than the solo lift coefficient [9]. However, the effects of compressibility
will decrease the optimal formation lift coefficient at cruise speeds. Because this analysis depends on the tradeoff in induced versus all other forms of drag, an estimate
for the viscous component of drag is needed. Parasite drag is estimated simply as
discussed previously. Additionally, a small viscous increment is added as a function
of lift coefficient:
CDi

viscous

= KCDp CL2

where K is based on flight tests of commercial transports [72]. While the specific
values of lift-to-drag ratio, and the optimal lift coefficient will vary with the value of
the assumed parameters, the general conclusions of this section remain the same for
reasonable variation in these parameters.
Figure 5.20 shows the variation in formation drag fraction as a function of lift coefficient for a few different Mach numbers. The incompressible estimate is also shown.
We see, as expected, that as the freestream Mach number is increased, the optimal lift
coefficient is decreased. Still, moderate increases in lift coefficient may be realizable
and can yield a small performance benefit. We have already seen that flying slower
can eliminate the compressibility penalties of flying in-formation. By simultaneously
flying at a higher lift coefficient, the formation can have a small increase in performance and maintain design altitude. Figure 5.21 compares the pressure distribution
for Transport 2 at its out-of-formation cruise condition, and in-formation at a reduced
Mach number but at fixed altitude.
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Figure 5.20: Variation in formation drag fraction as a function of lift coefficient.
As expected, formation flight has improved aerodynamic performance at higher lift
coefficients, but not as high as predicted by incompressible analyses.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison in wing pressure distributions for Transport 2 between flying
out-of-formation at the cruise condition, and in a 2-aircraft formation with a reduced
Mach number (fixed altitude).
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have examined two methods for propagating a wake downstream of an aircraft for
distances in the range of approximately 5-50 wingspans. The far-field conservation-ofvorticity method combined with empirical data (Augmented Betz), agrees well with
the 2D Navier-Stokes solutions for the configurations considered here. This method
is computationally efficient and provides an efficient boundary condition for any level
of mesh refinement. Formations with deflected control surfaces, or with more than
two aircraft, may require the more detailed CFD approach.
The results for homogeneous 2-aircraft formations of transonic wing/body aircraft have shown that formation flight is not efficient at the out-of-formation drag
divergence Mach number. At these conditions, the formation-induced shocks may
not necessarily imply large compressibility drag increases in inviscid solutions, but
they do show strong potential for flow separation and buffet. However, slowing down
by 2-3% in Mach number essentially eliminates the formation-induced compressibility penalties (for identical aircraft, positioned to fly very close to the vortex). This
reduction in speed would require the formation to fly about 1,000 ft lower than the
normal cruise altitude, or fly at a 5% higher lift coefficient. This latter option has the
additional benefit that the total drag of the formation decreases for modest increases
in lift coefficient. Slowing down is an intriguing option in that a reduction in cruise
Mach number of even a few percent from today’s cruise speeds has the potential for
significant reductions in environmental impacts [73], as well as synergistic savings
with other next generation technologies such as natural laminar flow wings and open
rotor engines. The disadvantage to slowing down is the increased flight time (about
10 minutes on an 8 hour flight) and associated higher costs.
Formations with larger lateral separation between aircraft permit slightly higher
in-formation cruise Mach numbers (about 1-2% below nominal drag divergence with
5% span spacing). Of course, the increased offset distance is accompanied by a
5% increase in induced drag. There seems to be little incentive to flying any further
from the vortex as the reduction in compressibility effects becomes disproportionately
smaller, and induced drag savings decrease significantly.
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There are a number of opportunities to extend this initial look into the compressibility effects of formation flying. One area of potential improvement is to examine
geometries with control surfaces. Trimming in roll will add some trim drag, but
should be beneficial in alleviating the high loading near the incoming vortex. By
using control surfaces effectively, formations may not need to slow down as much as
reported in this research. However, deflecting control surfaces at high speeds may
be subject to buffet limitations. Past flight test data may be relevant in establishing
these guidelines, or perhaps aeroelastic analyses will be necessary. These studies may
be of particular interest when evaluating the inverted-V formation. This configuration allows for close to symmetric loading on the trailing aircraft, and should require
less control surface deflection to trim.
In addition to slowing down, flying further from the vortex, and using spanwise
load alleviation, another possibility for reducing formation-induced compressibility
penalties, is to design wings from the outset to fly efficiently both in and out of
formation. Multi-point optimization methods could be used with the methodology
of this chapter to design a family of wings with good performance across a range of
conditions. In addition to flying in multiple loading conditions efficiently, the designs
could benefit from being optimized to fly at higher lift coefficients while in-formation.
Viscous solutions and/or experimental studies will be needed to verify the results
presented here. The details of the pressure distribution predicted by an Euler solutions can differ significantly from Navier-Stokes solutions. Often differences are most
significant only in conditions where the flow would separate; conditions in which the
aircraft would not be flying in anyway. Additionally, all work in this chapter was
done relative to a baseline to help reduce bias. Still, further verification is warranted.
As discussed briefly in this chapter, configurations with winglets, tail surfaces,
nacelles/pylons, etc. can generate secondary vortices and deviate from the simpler
wake methods used in this research. In addition, for formations of three or more
aircraft, the vortices between the lead aircraft can have significant interactions. These
analyses will likely require the 2D or 3D Navier-Stokes methodology discussed in this
work, as opposed to the simpler Augmented Betz methodology.
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As these and other considerations refine the estimates for the impact of compressibility on formation flying, tradeoffs in cruise speeds, aircraft positioning, and altitude
will ultimately need to be made in the context of complete mission analyses.

Chapter 6
Heterogeneous Formations
You know, the whole philosophy of ad hoc combinations has its strengths and its
weaknesses.
– Evan Parker
The existing literature on formation flight has focused primarily on homogeneous
formations - those comprised entirely of identical aircraft. However, any realistic
large-scale application of formation flight will involve the use of aircraft of different
sizes and performance. As an example of the significant variation in aircraft weights,
even along similar routes, the maximum take-off weight for all transatlantic flights
from North America to Europe during a single day1 is shown in Figure 6.1. (Weight
variation is an important parameter for the overall formation loading, but as discussed
in section 6.2, many of the important formation effects do not scale with the weight
of the lead aircraft, but rather with W/b2 which has much less variation). Practical utilization of formation flight requires a better understanding of the impacts of
using heterogeneous formations, and how to best arrange the formations for optimal
performance.
There are a few studies involving heterogeneous formations in the literature. In
1983, Hummel conducted a limited number of numerical analyses in which one bird
in a seven bird formation was varied in either span, aspect ratio, or wing loading [3].
1

Data from OAG Aviation for March 5, 2008
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of max take-off weight for aircraft that depart from North
America and arrive in Europe during a 24 hour period.

He found that while inhomogeneity in either span or aspect ratio increased the total
flight power required for the formation, increasing wing loading for one of the birds
could decrease the total required power. In 1998, Blake and Multhopp examined
formations in which the lift distribution and the total lift of each aircraft were varied.
They showed that an elliptic distribution of weight across the formation is optimal
for minimum total formation induced drag [9].
These past studies make it clear that the relative weight of the aircraft in the
formation can have a significant effect on formation performance. Another parameter
that significantly affects how to optimally arrange a formation is the efficiency of the
engines. Intuitively, one would expect that for optimal formation fuel savings, the
aircraft with inefficient engines should fly toward the back of the formation where
they can benefit most from the wake upwash. However, it is unclear if these guidelines always hold when both weight of the aircraft and engine efficiency are varied
simultaneously.
This chapter will first discuss optimally arranging formations in which the aircraft
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differ in weight and/or thrust specific fuel consumption. This is followed by a discussion on the limiting factors for feasible combinations of aircraft. Next, the benefits
of rearranging a formation en-route will be discussed. Finally, the conclusions of this
chapter will be summarized along with a discussion on potential future work studying
heterogeneous formations.

6.1

Minimum Fuel Burn Formations with Varying
Weight and Engine Efficiency

The fuel burn rate of an aircraft is given by ṁf = cT . Since formation flight is
assumed to only occur during the cruise portion of the mission, to a good approximation this is equivalent to ṁf = cD. Because engine performance is now a variable,
the formation drag fraction is no longer an adequate metric. Instead, this analysis
will use the fuel burn rate fraction, defined as the ratio of the total fuel burn rate of
all the aircraft in-formation relative to the total fuel burn rate out-of-formation. In
equation form this is given as
!

n
P

cj Dj

j=1

fuel burn rate fraction =
n
P
j=1

! in

cj Dj
out

where n is the number of aircraft in the formation.
The simplest case of interest is a 3-aircraft heterogeneous formation. As discussed
in the introduction of this chapter, two variables that strongly influence the optimal
formation arrangement are the relative weight of the aircraft, and the relative specific
fuel consumption of the engines. Both of these parameters are varied in a manner
such that the total weight of all the aircraft, and the total out-of-formation fuel burn
of the aircraft are held constant. In order to reduce the number of variables for
easier visualization of the results, two of the aircraft are kept identical while the third
aircraft may differ in weight and/or specific fuel consumption. The results are then
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parameterized by the weight ratio and the thrust specific fuel consumption ratio.
These ratios denote the relevant quantity of the aircraft that differs to that of one
of the other aircraft (which share the same properties). A weight ratio of 1.2, for
example, means that one of the aircraft is 1.2 times heavier than either of the other
two aircraft.
While viscous and compressibility drag will be affected by the modified in-formation
lift distribution, their variation in magnitude should be much less significant for practical formations. Thus, for this analysis it is assumed that the viscous and compressibility components of drag in-formation are equal to that out-of-formation. However,
we still must estimate the magnitude of these components of drag in order to compute a fuel burn rate. The assumption made in estimating the total drag is that the
various aircraft have the same fraction of induced drag relative to total drag when
flying out-of-formation. For example, the ratio of induced drag to total drag is given
by
Di
L2
=
=
D
qπb2 eD
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D
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AR



1
qπe

which means that if the aircraft have approximately the same lift-to-drag ratio, wing
loading, and aspect ratio, then they should have nearly the same ratio of induced drag
to total drag. Because we are limiting our attention to transport aircraft of similar
sizes, this should be a reasonable approximation. These results would not be relevant,
of course, in comparing very different classes of aircraft. To keep wing loading and
aspect ratio constant as the weight of the aircraft is varied, the span must also be
varied such that the ratio W/b2 remains constant.
For each combination of weight and thrust specific fuel consumption (tsfc), there
are nine possible combinations of arranging the aircraft (three each for the invertedV, V, and echelon formation). For each combination, aircraft are positioned such
that their wingtips are aligned with the center of the incoming vortex (or vortices).
Streamwise spacing is fixed at ten spans for all cases.
Figure 6.2 shows the surface plots for the nine different aircraft arrangements.
Only four combinations are visible, because none of the other five are ever optimal
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for the range of weights and specific fuel consumptions examined2 . The contours show
the optimal fuel burn rate ratio for each weight/tsfc combination. For each surface a
corresponding formation is shown. Because wing loading and aspect ratio are fixed,
the heavier aircraft are also larger in size. The size of the aircraft in the figure
is only meant to denote relative size and not exact proportions. Aircraft in green
represent an aircraft with engines that are more efficient than those of the other two
aircraft, while aircraft in red have less efficient engines than those of the other two
aircraft. Looking at the top left quadrant, for example, we see formations where one
aircraft is heavier and has more efficient engines than the other two. For minimum fuel
burn, the differing aircraft should be positioned in the lateral-middle, streamwise-front
position. The lateral-middle position is optimal because it allows for a more elliptic
weight distribution laterally, and streamwise-front is optimal because the aircraft with
less efficient engines are in the back benefiting from the drag reduction due to wake
upwash.
While only four of the combinations are visible, four of the remaining five can be
logically grouped within these categories, as their performance differs only negligibly.
For example, the bottom left corner shows an optimally arranged inverted-V formation. The smaller aircraft with more efficient engines is positioned in the streamwisefront, lateral-edge position. By switching the formation to an echelon arrangement,
the lighter aircraft can still maintain its streamwise-front, lateral-edge position with
only negligible difference in performance. Also, the front two aircraft in the invertedV formation can swap positions with only negligible change in the fuel burn savings.
These groupings are shown in the figure with a “+2” indicating that there are two
other formations with similar performance that could be logically grouped with the
displayed formation.
From intuition, one might assume that the surface plots should have divided into
2

Actually there is a small sliver where another formation type is slightly more optimal than the
displayed configuration. This is for tsfc ratios just barely over 1 and weight ratios less than 1. For
that case the inverted-V formation on the left side of the figure is shown as optimal, but switching the
front two aircraft in that inverted-V formation results in slightly better performance. By switching,
the slightly less-efficient engines benefit from the small drag savings realized in the second position
of the inverted-V formation. This was not added to the figure because the difference is very small,
and its inclusion only detracts from the main discussion.
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Figure 6.2: Fuel burn rate fraction shown as surface contours for the optimal formation type for the various combinations of weight and thrust specific fuel consumption
ratio.
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four neat quadrants separating heavier/lighter aircraft and more/less efficient engines.
For example, one might expect that if one aircraft were heavier and had more efficient
engines than the other two, then it should always be positioned in the lateral-middle,
streamwise-front position. However, from the figure we see that this is not always the
case. We can compare these simple guidelines to the actual optimized results to see
the difference in performance. Figure 6.3 shows the percent difference in fuel burn rate
in using this simple policy, as compared to the optimal formation arrangement. From
the figure, we can see that the difference in performance is small except in one region.
This region occurs when one aircraft is somewhat lighter, and has significantly less
efficient engines as compared to the others. From the simple guidelines, one would
position this third aircraft in the lateral edge position to keep the heavier aircraft
in the middle. However, because its engine is so inefficient, the formation burns less
fuel by using an inverted-V formation. In this type of formation the trailing aircraft
receives strong upwash from both of the lead aircraft. The significant reduction in
induced drag for this one aircraft with inefficient engines has a larger impact on the
formation fuel burn, as compared to distributing the weight across the formation to
approximate an elliptical distribution.
From Figure 6.2 we see the difference in fuel burn rates between the various optimal
formations is fairly small. However, it is also of interest to compare the optimal
arrangement to the worst arrangement for each weight/tsfc combination. Figure 6.4
shows the percent difference in fuel burn rate for using the least-optimal arrangement
as compared to the optimal arrangement. As seen in the figure, the difference can be
significant. Thus, considerations of how best to arrange a heterogeneous formation
can be important, particularly for formations with significantly different aircraft.
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Figure 6.3: Percent difference in fuel burn rate when using the simple policy based
strictly on four distinct quadrants as compared to the optimal policy. Differences are
seen to be small except for a small region where the inverted-V formation is optimal
contrary to what would be predicted by the simple policy.
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Figure 6.4: Percent difference in fuel burn rate when using the worst formation arrangement for each weight/tsfc combination as compared to the optimal formation
arrangement.
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Weight Limits

The rolling moments induced by wakes with large upwash velocities may limit what
types of aircraft can reasonably follow in formation. The feasible combinations of
aircraft depend not only on the magnitude of the wake velocities, but also on the
relative positioning of the aircraft. For example, a light aircraft may be allowed to
fly in a wake with strong upwash velocities, if it is positioned further away from the
vortex center. At large separation distances, the induced velocities would be much
closer to uniform across the wingspan, and would induce only small rolling moments.
This is particularly true if the lighter aircraft also has a much smaller wingspan than
the lead aircraft.
Contrary to first intuition, the relative weight of the lead aircraft does not directly
affect the magnitude of the trailing aircraft’s induced rolling moment. The induced
upwash velocity at some distance r away from the center of one vortex in a vortex
pair (along the centerline of a vortex pair) is given by
Vz =

Γ 0 b0
2πr(r + b0 )

If we normalize this equation (using Vz∗ = Vz b0 /Γ0 and r∗ = r/b0 )
Vz∗ =

1
2πr∗ (r∗ + 1)

then the velocity profile is self-similar (see for example, Figure 3.4). This scaling shows
that the wake velocities scale with Γ0 /b0 . Since the lift generated by an aircraft is
given as
L = ρ∞ U∞ Γ0 b0
at fixed altitude and speed, the vortex strength scales with W/b, and thus
Vz ∝ W/b2
For aircraft with the same W/b2 , the peak velocities from the trailing vortex are
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nearly identical. There is a small increase in rolling moment as the weight and span
of the lead aircraft increase simultaneously, even at fixed W/b2 . Although the peak
velocities change little, the radius at which a given velocity is induced scales with
the wing span. Thus, the rest of the velocities increase in magnitude for a given
fixed position on the trailing aircraft. However, the change in rolling moment on
the trailing aircraft is still comparatively small (approximately 20% increase when
doubling the weight of the lead aircraft).
Across a wide range of transport aircraft, the variation in W/b2 is fairly modest.
Figure 6.5 shows the variation in W/b2 from aircraft ranging from a Boeing 737-800 to
an Airbus A380-800. Weight in the figure is taken to be the average of the maximum
takeoff weight and the maximum zero-fuel weight. Greater variation would be seen if
we considered all weight extremes during cruise due to fuel burn, as well as a greater
number of shrink/stretch variants. Even still, the variation in W/b2 is much less
significant than the variation in weight. The wakes behind aircraft of very different
weights can induce wake velocities of similar magnitude. Thus, in many cases, a light
aircraft could fly behind a much heavier aircraft without any additional penalty as
compared to flying behind another light aircraft.
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Figure 6.5: Variation in W/b2 across a wide range of transport aircraft. Weight
for each aircraft is taken to be the average of the maximum takeoff weight and the
maximum zero-fuel weight.
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Rearranging The Formation During Cruise

Because the aircraft in the formation are potentially burning fuel at different rates,
one might ask if it ever becomes worth rearranging the formation during flight due
to changes in the relative weight of the aircraft. This is explored first with a simpler
semi-analytic approach, and then in more detail for select configurations.

6.3.1

Semi-Analytic Analysis

The amount of fuel burned over some distance R is given by
Z
f=
0

R

cT
dx
V

This is similar to the integral that leads to the Breuget Range Equation. However,
instead of integrating specific range over weight to get distance flown, we integrate
the inverse of the specific range over distance to get fuel burned. Since we are only
interested in the cruise portion of the mission, the level flight assumption is a good
approximation (D = T, L = W). With some rearranging we have
Z
f=
0

R

cW
dx
V L/D

Using the same assumptions as those used in the derivation of the Breuget Range
Equation, we assume that L/D, and V /c are roughly constant during cruise. (V /c is
proportional to the propulsion system efficiency, and L/D is a measure of aerodynamic
efficiency. This approximation is more accurate if the aircraft is flown at nearly the
same lift coefficient and Mach number in the isothermal part of the atmosphere.)
Moving the constants out of the integral we have
Rc
f=
W̄
V L/D

1
where W̄ =
R

Z

R

W dx

(6.1)

0

Since W̄ is a function of the amount of fuel burned, the equation is implicit in
fuel burn. However, we make the simplifying assumption that the fuel burn rate is
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constant during cruise so that weight varies linearly. This implies that
1
W̄ = W0 − f
2

(6.2)

Combining equations 6.1 and 6.2 leads to an explicit equation for fuel burn that, if
normalized by the initial weight, is a function only of the nondimensional parameter
κ.
f
2κ
=
W0
2+κ

where κ ≡

Rc
V L/D

Or, in terms of the weight of aircraft i
W
W0

=
i

2 − κi
2 + κi

Although, this equation has been normalized, it is not actually self-similar as
the right hand side is a weak function of the initial weight ratio (W/W0 ). Since we
make the same assumption as before, that only the induced component of drag is
affected from formation flight, varying the initial weight changes the lift-to-drag ratio
of the aircraft in formation slightly. However, this dependence is quite weak, and for
reasonable weight ratios, the right hand side can be assumed to be independent of
the initial weight ratio.
While this analysis is a bit simplistic, it can give good insight into the relative
weight changes during formation flight, and which formations merit closer inspection
for potential fuel savings due to rearranging the formation configuration. Right away,
we can eliminate the inverted-V formation from the analysis because it can easily be
seen that in-formation it never becomes optimal to switch positions (assuming the
optimal formation configuration was chosen to begin with). The trailing aircraft in
an inverted-V formation will burn fuel at a slower rate compared to the other aircraft
in the formation. Relative to the trailing aircraft, the two lead aircraft will continue
to become lighter. Thus, if the inverted-V was optimal to begin with, it will only
become more so.
The echelon formation (Figure 6.6a), has a small potential for benefiting from
rearranging the formation mid-flight. For optimal fuel burn, aircraft 2 will be the
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heaviest aircraft in the formation (or the same size as the others). Aircraft 1 will
remain lighter than aircraft 2 because it does not benefit from flying in formation.
Aircraft 2 and aircraft 3 both benefit from the formation upwash, but aircraft 3
generally has a slightly greater benefit due to the vortex interaction between the
inner pair of vortices between the two lead aircraft. Figure 6.6b shows how the
difference in weight between aircraft 2 and aircraft 3 varies as a function of distance
flown in-formation for a few different starting conditions. We see that if aircraft 2
starts out heavier than aircraft 3 by more than about 3%, then it will always remain
the heaviest. When the aircraft start out at the same weight, the relative change
in weight between the two aircraft is less than a couple percent even for very long
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) for three
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Figure 6.6: Relative change in weight between trailing two aircraft in a 3-aircraft
echelon formation.
Additionally, for an optimally chosen formation, aircraft 3 in the echelon formation
will have engines which are less efficient or as efficient as those of aircraft 2. Figure
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6.7 shows the effect of varying the thrust specific fuel consumption of aircraft 3 for
the limiting case of equal aircraft weights. We see that if the engine of aircraft 3 has
a thrust specific fuel consumption greater than about 5% than than that of aircraft

% difference in weight between aircraft 2 and 3

2, then aircraft 2 will remain heavier throughout the flight.
3
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Figure 6.7: Difference in weight between aircraft 2 and 3 of the echelon formation
3
( W2W−W
) for three different ratios of thrust specific fuel consumption as a function of
3
distance flown as a formation.

The V formation (Figure 6.8a) offers the greatest potential for fuel burn savings
from in-flight rearranging. The lead aircraft starts out as the heaviest, but the trailing
aircraft both burn fuel at a slower rate, and thus at some point during cruise they
may become heavier than the lead aircraft. Figure 6.8b shows the percent difference
in weight ratio as a function of distance flown in-formation for three different starting
conditions. The figure shows that aircraft 1 may no longer be the heaviest aircraft
unless it starts out about 25% or more heavier than the other aircraft.
Aircraft 1, in an optimal V formation, may also have engines which are more
efficient than those of the trailing aircraft. Figure 6.9 shows the effect of varying the
thrust specific fuel consumption of aircraft 1 for the limiting case of equal aircraft
weights. We see that even when aircraft 1 is significantly more efficient than the
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Figure 6.8: Relative change in weight between lead and trailing aircraft in a 3-aircraft
V formation.
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trailing aircraft, there may still be a significant benefit to rearranging the formation
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Figure 6.9: Difference in weight between aircraft 1 and 3 of the V formation ( W1W−W
)
3
for three different ratios of thrust specific fuel consumption as a function of distance
flown as a formation.

6.3.2

Fuel Savings

The semi-analytic approach of the previous section is helpful in visualizing the relative
changes in weight from formation flight, and for illuminating formations which would
most likely benefit from en-route rearranging. We saw that the V-formation exhibits
the largest potential for saving fuel by switching formation type en-route. In this
section, a time integration is performed in order to estimate the fuel savings due to
switching formation type. At each time step the formation drag is evaluated, and
the resulting fuel burn is subtracted from the weight of each aircraft. Aircraft are
assumed to fly at constant lift coefficient and Mach number in a cruise climb. In other
words, as fuel is burned, the altitude is adjusted in order to maintain lift coefficient
for the lead aircraft3 .
3

The results of this section follow similar trends for constant altitude cruise, although the fuel
savings due to switching are reduced by about a factor of 2.
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The formation begins with one aircraft 30% heavier than the other two, and with a
thrust specific fuel consumption 5% less than the other two. These values were chosen
because the V formation is initially optimal for this configuration (see Figure 6.2).
However, after about 2,200 nautical miles of formation flight, the inverted-V formation
burns less fuel than does the V formation, and so the formation arrangement is
switched. Figure 6.10a shows the relative weights of the different aircraft in formation
as a function of distance flown together. Figure 6.10b shows the total fuel savings due
to switching the formation as a function of a distance flown together. From the figure
we see that even for very long range flights (8,000 nautical miles), the fuel savings
due to switching are only on the order of 0.5%. Other formation types would realize
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(a) Weight of the three aircraft as a function of
distance flown in formation. Weight is normalized by the initial weight of the two identical
trailing aircraft.
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(b) Total fuel saved by switching formation arrangement as a function of distance flown in
formation.

Figure 6.10: An analysis of the benefits of switching formation type en-route from
the initial V formation to the inverted-V formation. The switch occurs once the
inverted-V formation has a total fuel burn less than that of the V formation.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have seen that selecting a proper arrangement of the aircraft in a heterogeneous
formation can have a significant impact on total fuel burn. This is especially true if the
aircraft differ significantly. The relative weight of the aircraft, and the relative thrust
specific fuel consumption are shown to be two important parameters in determining
the optimal formation arrangement. Some of the main conclusions of this chapter are
as follows:
• In general, a minimum fuel burn formation is arranged streamwise such that
engines with lower thrust specific fuel consumption are in front and engines with
higher thrust specific fuel consumption are in back. Laterally, the formation
should be arranged to approximate an elliptic distribution of weight (heavier
aircraft toward the center).
• One exception to this rule occurs when one of the aircraft in a 3-aircraft formation has significantly less-efficient engines and is only moderately lighter than
the other aircraft. In this case, positioning the lighter aircraft in the back of
the inverted-V formation is optimal even though the weight distribution is not
the best approximation of elliptic loading. The large fuel savings for the aircraft in the trailing position of the inverted-V formation dominates over the fuel
increase from not optimally distributing the weight across the formation.
• The relative weight of the aircraft is not the limiting factor in determining
feasible combinations of aircraft to fly in formation. The magnitude of the
wake velocities behind an aircraft scale with W/b2 . This parameter shows a
comparatively small range of variation across a wide range of aircraft sizes.
Thus, in many situations, a light aircraft could follow a heavy aircraft with no
additional penalty as compared to flying in the wake of another light aircraft.
• The V-formation offers the greatest potential to benefit from en-route rearranging of the formation. However, even for very long range flights, the fuel savings
due to rearranging are less than about half a percent.
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There are a number of possible extensions to more fully explore the impact of
flying in heterogeneous formations. The formation combinations examined in this
chapter were more comprehensive than previous published work, however they are
still somewhat limited. Larger formations (more than three aircraft) and even 3aircraft formations where all aircraft are different were not explored in great detail
in this work. These formations can certainly be optimized within the developed
framework, but drawing general insight from the large number of combinations can
be challenging.
An additional area of uncertainty is the combined impact of compressibility effects
and heterogeneous formations. Aircraft following behind wakes with stronger upwash
velocities may need to fly slower than the predictions shown in Chapter 5 based on
identical aircraft.
This chapter is primarily concerned with aircraft of a similar class, and does not
study the impact of very dissimilar aircraft. For example, a fleet of small UAVs may
greatly benefit from flying in-formation behind a transport aircraft. Even though
the trailing aircraft are of a much smaller size than the lead aircraft, their spans are
also much smaller, and thus the wake upwash velocities across their span are nearly
uniform. These conditions are similar to those of flying in a thermal.
One final research opportunity is to examine the impact of heterogeneous formations on the overall mission routing problem. Particularly, with large networks of
flights, there can be many possible combinations of arranging formations. Considering how best to arrange not only the number of aircraft in each formation, but
also the arrangement within a single formation, can have a significant impact on the
overall fuel savings. Some of these routing scenarios are currently being examined
within our research group.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
Enough research will tend to support your conclusions.
– Arthur Bloch
This dissertation takes a concept inspired by birds, and applies it to reducing the
cruise drag of transport aircraft. The often studied concept of close formation flight
is not fit to be directly applied to the aviation industry. Extended formation flight
allows for much safer separation distances, while still retaining much of the drag reduction benefits of close formation flight. The wake models used in past formation
flight studies are not appropriate for the large streamwise separation distances of these
formations. This work first details the development of a wake model appropriate for
analyzing the performance of extended formations. The velocity field predicted by
this wake model agrees well with higher-fidelity analyses for a variety of configurations. Due to existence of model uncertainty, stochastic processes, and sensor/control
limitations the induced drag savings of these formations are estimated using uncertainty analysis. These analyses establish practical limits for streamwise separation,
highlight which parameters contribute most to the variation in performance, and
describe some of the fundamental differences in the formation types.
The second contribution of this dissertation is the analysis on the compressibility
effects of formation flying. Most past studies of formation flight have been done using
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incompressible analyses, or low-speed experiments, leaving the impact of compressibility on formation flight not well understood. This research describes a methodology
which allows for efficient high-fidelity solutions of extended formations. This methodology is used to understand some of the tradeoffs in cruise speed, altitude, and total
drag savings of extended formations.
The final contribution of this dissertation is the examination of heterogeneous
formations. Previous work in this area has included only limited variations in the
potential formation combinations. Relevant parameters in arranging heterogeneous
formations are identified, and some simple guidelines are established. In most cases,
these guidelines are able to predict the optimal arrangement. The remainder of this
chapter reviews some of the findings of these three studies, and discusses potential
opportunities for future research.

7.1

Summary of Results

Extended formation flight offers the potential for long-range aircraft to significantly
reduce their drag while still flying at safe separation distances. Unlike many other
concepts for realizing large drag reductions, extended formation flight can be used
with existing aircraft. Some of the more important conclusions described in this work
are:
• Large streamwise separation distances are reasonable up to about 40-50 wingspans.
At larger separation distances turbulence-induced motion and interference from
the inner vortex pair of different aircraft start to significantly affect formation
performance (the latter applies only to certain formation arrangements with
more than two aircraft).
• In the distance range of interest (about 5 - 40 wingspans), the total induced drag
savings is relatively insensitive to variation in streamwise positioning (about
30% maximum induced drag savings for a 2-aircraft formation, and 40% maximum induced drag savings for a 3-aircraft formation). At these distances, the
three types of 3-aircraft formation all achieve similar induced drag reductions.
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• Near the position for minimum induced drag, the savings are more sensitive to
vertical positioning as compared to lateral positioning. However, flying at an
offset distance from the vortex center may be preferable due to the significantly
decreased rolling moment and reduced compressibility penalties. At these positions, sensitivity to lateral and vertical positioning is approximately equal.
• As a formation grows in size (in number of aircraft), the relative formation
benefits increase at a much slower rate, and the control complexity increases.
For these reasons, formation sizes of two or three aircraft are likely of greatest
practical interest.
• Even under current route schedules there are many flights which fly along similar
ground tracks at the same time that could be grouped into formations.
• The inverted-V formation has unique properties compared to the V and echelon formations. It shows higher sensitivity to positioning because most of the
induced drag savings are realized by one aircraft. However, due to its approximately symmetric loading conditions, it requires less control surface deflection
to trim in roll and is statically stable. In addition, though not modeled in
this analysis, the low thrust settings of the trailing aircraft in an inverted-V
formation lead to significantly reduced N Ox emissions.
• When considering the uncertainties in model parameters, stochastic behavior of
the fluid mechanics and atmosphere, and limitations of the aircraft, the largest
contributor to the variation in formation induced drag savings is found to be
the tracking error of the aircraft. Continued development of appropriate sensing
and control strategies are needed to minimize the variation in performance.
• In situ turbulence measurements from The National Center for Atmospheric
Research suggest that the low turbulence conditions, necessary for practical
formation flying, occur about 95% of the time.
• The Augmented Betz wake propagation method developed in this dissertation
compares well with higher-fidelity analyses (3D Euler rollup / 2D Navier-Stokes
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propagation) for a variety of configurations. Agreement is especially good at
wingtip positions outboard of the vortex center (where practical formations
would fly anyway). In these cases, the two methods never differ by more than
a percent in terms of predicted drag reduction on a trailing aircraft.
• Euler analyses of untrimmed configurations suggest that an aircraft flying near
the center of the wake vortex would need to slow down about 2% below the
out-of-formation drag divergence Mach number in order to avoid significant
performance penalties due to the formation of strong shock waves.
• Higher cruise speeds (about 1% below the out-of-formation drag divergence
Mach number) are feasible if the trailing aircraft flies further from the vortex
center. Most of the reduction in shock strength occurs by flying up to 0.05
wingspans laterally away from the vortex center. Positioning the trailing aircraft
at larger separation distances is less effective in reducing shock strength, and
leads to significantly higher induced drag. These tradeoffs in induced drag and
cruise speed need to be evaluated in a full mission analysis.
• Small improvements in formation lift-to-drag ratio are realizable by flying at
higher lift coefficients. However, optimal formation lift coefficients are not as
high as those suggested by incompressible analyses. Compressibility limits the
optimal lift coefficient to fairly modest increases.
• The relative weight of the aircraft is an important factor in arranging the aircraft
laterally across the formation. Typically, an elliptic distribution of weight is
desirable.
• The thrust specific fuel consumption of the engines is important in arranging
the aircraft streamwise. Typically, less efficient aircraft should be toward the
back of the formation.
• The guidelines on arranging a formation by weight and thrust specific fuel consumption often lead to the optimal formation arrangement. One notable exception occurs with a 3-aircraft formation when one of the aircraft has significantly
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less efficient engines than the other two. In this case, the inverted-V formation is the optimal configuration, with the aircraft with less efficient engines
placed in the back. This is optimal even when the trailing aircraft is somewhat
lighter than the other two aircraft and thus does not result in the most elliptic
distribution of weight.
• The relative weight of the aircraft is not the important factor when considering
what types of aircraft are feasible to fly together. The velocities behind the
wake of the aircraft scale with W/b2 . This parameter has much less variation,
as compared to weight, across a large range of sizes of transport aircraft. This
suggests that aircraft weight is not a limiting factor in determining feasible
formation combinations for transport aircraft.
• Generally the performance benefits of rearranging a formation en-route are nonexistent to very small. Only the V-formation shows the potential for significant
reductions in fuel burn due to rearranging the formation, and this only occurs
across a restricted range of relative starting weights, and engines efficiencies.
For very long missions (about 8,000 nautical miles), these cases could save up
to 0.5% in fuel burn by rearranging the formation en-route.

7.2

Future Work

Detailed studies of extended formation flight are relatively new, and much work is
needed to further evaluate this concept. Some direct extensions to this work have
been discussed already in the individual chapters. These extensions are summarized
below, and are followed by other potential research directions that extend beyond the
topics discussed in this dissertation.
The chapter on uncertainty analysis has discussed the possibility of including the
effect of wind and wind shear, and improving estimates on tracking and sensing error.
The studies on the impact of compressibility can benefit from including the effect of
trimming with control surfaces, performing viscous solutions and experiments, examining more complex configurations and larger formations, and designing wings that
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are efficient both in and out of formation. For heterogeneous formations, the potential directions discussed include looking at a greater number of combinations resulting
from larger formations, assessing the impact of compressibility for heterogeneous formations, studying formations with very dissimilar aircraft, and computing the impact
on routing performance when considering a large network of diverse aircraft.
There are a few additional topics of interest in formation flying that have not been
addressed in this work. One future research direction is identifying and evaluating
the relative merits of various control and sensing strategies for extended formations.
Besides the aerodynamic differences, another significant change with extended formation flight is that positioning solely with respect to the lead aircraft is less relevant. At
large distances, wake motion is an important factor in properly positioning a trailing
aircraft. In the simplest case, the vortices descend and move laterally toward their
center of vorticity. In more complex cases, there are interactions between secondary
vortices, motion due to wind gradients, etc. Remote sensing technologies that allow
one to detect the location of the wake may be necessary in order to reliably realize
formation benefits. Alternatively, indirect approaches such as measuring the spanwise velocity profiles along the wing may be useful in locating regions of large drag
savings.
A second need is to understand the impact of unsteady loading caused by flying
in a dynamic wake environment. This dynamic behavior is due not only to the fluid
mechanics, but also to unsteadiness in maintaining aircraft positioning with respect
to the wake. Structural fatigue, vibration, as well as passenger ride quality need to
be assessed in aeroelastic analyses and flight tests.
A third need for future work, which has been alluded to already, is mission analyses
and routing. While some of the tradeoffs in cruise speed, aircraft positioning, altitude,
and total drag were discussed in Chapter 5, proper selection of the design conditions
need to be done in the context of a full mission analyses and routing studies. These
studies would be useful in identifying the sensitivity of the desired cruise conditions
to various parameters such as the price of fuel, and to provide better estimates to the
performance of entire networks of aircraft. While some studies have been done on
formation network routing, compressibility effects and the impact of heterogeneous
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formations on performance have not been included.
In conclusion, the concept of extended formation flight shows significant promise
as a means of safely reducing fuel burn for long range aircraft. More flight testing is
needed to validate the concept, and to more clearly identify the remaining engineering
challenges. Recently, the concept of extended formation flight has received increased
interest from the industry, and flight tests have already begun [74]. We look forward
to continued development in applying formation flight to reduce the fuel burn and
emissions of the aviation industry.

Appendix A
Relative Range of a Formation
Section 2.4 examines simple analytic estimates for the relative range of a formation
as the number of aircraft in the formation increases. The specific range of an aircraft
is computed as V /(cT ), which in level-flight can be written as
V L 1
c DW
If the specific fuel consumption and Mach number of the aircraft do not change
appreciably when moving into formation then, (assuming identical aircraft in the
formation) the range of the formation relative to the range of the solo aircraft is
approximately
Rf ormation
(L/D)f ormation
=
Rsolo
(L/D)solo
This analysis assumes a drag breakdown of the form
CD = CD0 +

CL2
π e

A

for which it is straightforward to show that maximum L/D is achieved when CD0 =
CL2 /(π

Ae). (In this chapter e is the Oswald efficiency factor, rather than the span

efficiency factor.)
The first case assumes that the aircraft fly at the optimal lift-to-drag ratio for the
formation as a whole. Thus, if we consider the formation as one large aircraft, the
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optimal lift coefficient of the formation is CL =

√

CD0 π
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Ae. The lift-to-drag ratio of

the formation is then
CL
CL
=
CD
CD0 + CL2 /(π

Ae)

√
=

A

CD0 π e
1
=
2CD0
2

s

A

π e
CD0

This equation applies equally well to a formation of n-aircraft as it does to a
formation of one aircraft (or in other words, to the solo aircraft). If we assume that
the zero lift-drag does not change in-formation, and neglecting any small changes in
the Oswald efficiency factor, then
Rf ormation
=
Rsolo

r

A
A

f ormation
solo

For the purposes of computed induced drag in the far-field, the formation can be
approximated as a large aircraft with span nb and area nS. Then
and

A

f ormation

=n

A

solo

Rf ormation √
= n
Rsolo

The challenge with flying at the optimal lift-to-drag ratio of the formation is that
√
the optimal lift coefficient also scales with n. Thus, the large required lift coefficients
quickly become impractical. An alternative approach is to assume that the formation
cruises at the conditions which maximize the lift-to-drag ratio for the solo aircraft.
In this case the lift coefficient of the formation is the same as the lift coefficient of
the solo aircraft and

A
A

Rf ormation
CDsolo
CD0 + CL2 /(π e)
=
=
Rsolo
CDf ormation
CD0 + CL2 /(πn e)
Cruising at the maximum L/D of the solo aircraft implies that CD0 = CL2 /(π
Substituting this into the previous equation and simplifying yields
Rf ormation
2n
=
Rsolo
n+1

Ae).

Appendix B
Linearized Vortex Filament
Method
The simplified decay prediction model for vortices in close proximity used in Chapter
4, is based on linear stability theory. The linearized vortex filament method used
follows the approach of Crouch [75]. The code for the linear vortex filament method
and parts of this methodology were developed by Tristan Flanzer, a lab mate from the
Aircraft Aerodynamics and Design Group. The location of vortex n is parameterized
as


rn = xn ex + yn (t) + ŷn eikxn ey + zn (t) + ẑn eikxn ez
where k is the perturbation wavenumber, andˆrepresents a perturbation quantity.
For a 3-aircraft formation, n = 4 since there are two vortex pairs trailing from
the lead and middle aircraft (Figure B.1). Crouch linearized the above equation
under the assumption that the perturbation amplitudes are small relative to the
separation distance of the vortices (δ in Figure B.1). This assumption is not strictly
true in cases where the vortices are close to one another. However, using a higher
fidelity tool to predict perturbation growth would have been infeasible given the
number of simulations performed, and the results presented here were found to be
relatively insensitive to wake instability amplitude growth rate at the streamwise
separation distances considered. With the disturbance vector proposed by Crouch,
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φ = (ŷ1 , ŷ2 , ŷ3 , ŷ4 , ẑ1 , ẑ2 , ẑ3 , ẑ4 )T , linear stability theory leads to a set of equations
dφ
dt

= Aφ.
The linear system of equations can then be solved to yield perturbation amplitudes

for any time downstream. In the formation configurations studied here, it is the inner
vortex pair that is of interest in tracking the instability amplitudes. Thus, we define
φi = (ŷ2 , ŷ3 , ẑ2 , ẑ3 )T to be the inner vortex disturbance vector and the growth factor
to be
growth factor =

||φi ||2
||φi 0 ||2

z
y

δ
Figure B.1: Depiction of a typical vortex configuration used in the linearized vortex
filament method.
It is assumed that the vortices continue to decay as described by the diffusion phase
in Holzäpfel’s model [51] until either the time for onset of rapid decay is reached (T2∗ ),
or until a critical growth in amplitude of the vortex instabilities is reached. At that
point it is assumed that the vortices follow the rapid decay rate used in Holzäpfel’s
model. The critical amplitude growth factor is estimated from linear stability theory
for the wake behind a single wing at a given atmospheric condition. The wake is
propagated out to time T2∗ , and the corresponding amplitude growth factor is taken
to be the critical amplitude growth factor. An example is shown in Figure B.2. In this
case, vortex 2 and 3 reach the critical amplitude growth factor and start undergoing
rapid decay. Vortex 1 has not yet reached time T2∗ , and is thus still in the diffusion
phase.
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(b) Corresponding circulation decay as a function of streamwise distance.

Figure B.2: An example showing vortices in close proximity entering rapid decay
sooner due to growth in instabilities (∗ = 0.2, N ∗ = 0.7, 50 span separation).

Nomenclature
A

area

AR

aspect ratio

AR0

aspect ratio based on vortex spacing b0

b

wingspan

b0

initial spacing between vortex pair

c

local chord

c

thrust specific fuel consumption

CD

drag coefficient

CD0

zero-lift drag coefficient

CDp

parasitic drag coefficient

CL

lift coefficient

cl

section lift coefficient

Cp

pressure coefficient

cavg

average chord

D

drag

Di

induced drag
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e

inviscid span efficiency factor

f

fuel burned

f

functional

g

acceleration of gravity

L

lift

L/D

lift-to-drag ratio

M∞

freestream Mach number

Mb

bending moment

N

Brunt-Väisälä frequency

n

number of aircraft

Nc

number of cells

q

dynamic pressure

qrms

root mean square turbulent velocity

R

range

r

radial position

rc

core radius

rvortex

vortex radius

RM

rolling moment

Sref

reference wing area

T

thrust

t

time
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t

wing section thickness

T2∗

normalized onset time for rapid decay phase

U∞

freestream velocity

V

velocity

Vθ

tangential velocity

Vn

normalwash

W

weight

W0

initial weight

w0

initial descent rate of vortex pair (Γ0 /2πb0 )

Wb

bending weight

x

streamwise position

y

lateral position

ytip

lateral position of wingtip relative to vortex center

z

vertical position

ztip

vertical position of wingtip relative to vortex center



eddy dissipation rate

Γ

circulation strength

γ

out of plane component of vorticity

Γ0

initial circulation magnitude of vortex pair

Λ

longitudinal turbulent length scale

λ

taper ratio
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ΛQC

wing quarter-chord sweep

ν

kinematic viscosity

ν2∗

normalized effective viscosity during rapid decay phase

ω

vorticity vector

ρ

density

σ

standard deviation

σ

stress

θ

potential temperature

∗

normalized quantity
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